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Preface
The Teacher-Friendly Guide to Evolution Using Bivalves as a Model Organism
(TFGEB) is designed to provide teachers with background information necessary to teach the concept of evolution. It is not a curriculum, rather it is intended
to provide background information and ideas to support existing curricula. Links
to resources that provide evolution curricula and activities can be found in the
Resources section of this Guide.
This Guide uses a common and diverse group of organisms − the bivalve mollusks, including clams, oysters, scallops, mussels, and their relatives − as a
model organism for most examples and classroom activities. Bivalves are common in freshwater and saltwater, are pleasant to look at, are relatively easy to
obtain (from the beach or the grocery store) and maintain in the classroom,
and are also plentiful as fossils of all ages. They are also well-known to most
students and teachers, and offer interesting biological and cultural side stories, from sustainable harvesting to species conservation to the production of
pearls. Diversity-wise, bivalves – with 20,000-30,000 living species – are the
second largest class of living mollusks, which in turn make up the second largest animal phylum on Earth and the largest in the marine realm.
This Guide is an outreach product of the Bivalve Tree of Life Project (“BivAToL,”
see http://www.bivatol.org). Despite the ubiquitousness of bivalves, past efforts
to study and understand their evolution have been poorly coordinated and very
little consensus has been reached. A grant from the National Science Foundation’s Assembling the Tree of Life Program was awarded in 2006 to Dr. Rüdiger
Bieler of the Field Museum of Natural History (Chicago, Illinois), Dr. Gonzalo
Giribet of the Museum of Comparative Zoology (Harvard University, Cambridge,
Massachusetts), Dr. Paula M. Mikkelsen of Paleontological Research Institution (Ithaca, New York), and collaborators as part of a multi-institutional effort to
assemble the bivalve tree of life. For this, project scientists are taking a fresh
look at bivalve anatomy (with special focus on gill and stomach anatomy, shell
ultrastructure, and sperm morphology) and are studying selected molecular
markers (genes) for the same species investigated anatomically to be able to
understand bivalve evolution in an integrated fashion. While national and international project teams coordinated at FMNH and MCZ assemble morphological and molecular data, respectively, in levels of detail never before attempted,
PRI participants have concentrated on outreach products to engage various
audiences in the project’s results and in evolutionary science as a whole.
The Guide exists in book and online versions available at http://teacherfriendlyguide.org/bivalves. In whatever form you use the TFGEB, we hope you find
it useful. We welcome constructive comments for improvement and would like
to know how you have used it in your classroom. Please email us at publications@museumoftheearth.org.

Paula M. Mikkelsen
Associate Director for Science
Paleontological Research Institution
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How to Use this Guide
•

This is not a curriculum; you can incorporate ideas from the Guide into your
own existing curriculum.

•

Introduce evolution into your curriculum early and often. The famous 20th
century geneticist Theodosius Dobzhansky (1900-1975) once said, “nothing in the living world makes sense except in the light of evolution.”

•

Bivalves are an easy-to-obtain and interesting model for evolutionary studies, but if you are more comfortable with another group of animals or plants,
use this Guide as a model to create your own examples and activities.

•

Emphasize the Big Ideas. Although the details are key to understanding the
broad concepts of evolution or any other subject, use every tool to assure
that your students leave your class with a grasp of the Big Ideas.

You do not have to read this
Guide from front to back!
Despite the linear progression
here, each chapter is written to
stand alone. The sections can to
be read and/or presented in whatever order seems appropriate for
your class. There is built-in repetition of main concepts between
chapters to facilitate easy searching and using different parts of the
Guide throughout the academic
year. The chapters are conveniently cross-referenced to find
more information about a concept
in other sections.

Print or online? It’s your choice!
Although the TFGEB was designed to be used in
its interactive online form, we realize that some
teachers are more comfortable with hard-copy
documents and books. Therefore, we offer downloadable pdf documents, either in total or by chapter, which can be saved to your own computer
and/or printed. In addition, for a nominal price,
we can sell you a printed, bound version of the
entire Guide; please email publications@museumoftheearth.org.
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U.S. National Science
Education Standards
The content of this Guide is based upon the U.S. National Science Education
Standards* as well as a cross-section of state curricula, specifically New York,
Texas, and California. It is targeted to secondary level biology classes, Grades
9-12, which is when students are expected to learn about evolution in detail.
It will also be helpful for intermediate level science classes, Grades 5-8, when
the concepts of evolution are first introduced. The chart below details how the
TFGEB addresses these standards.

National
New York
Content
Standard 4,
Standards, 9-12
9-12
Bivalve
Introduction

A2

Why Study
A7, G2
Evolution?
How the
Theory
A7, G1, G3
Developed
How
C1, C2, C4,
Evolution
C5
Works
The Evidence
for Evolution C2, C3, C5
Evolution in
Everyday Life

Texas
California
Biology, Biology/
9-12
Life Sciences,
9-12

3.1a, 3.1k

3.1a, 3.1b,
3.1f, 3.1g,
3.1h
3.1a, 3.1e,
3.1i, 3.1k,
3.1l

7C, 7D,
7E, 7F

7A, 7C,
7D, 8A,
8C, 8D

7A, 7B,
7E

8B, 8E,
8F, 8G

C1, C2

*U.S. National Science Education Standards, 1996, National Academy Press, Washington, DC; also
http://www.nap.edu/openbook.php?isbn=0309053269.
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General Resources
These are resources for additional information and classroom activities that
you might find helpful.

Books
Evolution Texts
Evolution & Creationism: A Very Short Guide, 2nd ed., by Warren D. Allmon,
2009, Paleontological Research Institution, Ithaca, NY, 128 pp., ISBN 9780-87710-484-1.
Evolution - A Very Short Introduction, by Brian & Deborah Charlesworth, 2003.
Oxford University Press, 145 pp., ISBN 978-0-192-80251-4.
Assembling the Tree of Life, edited by Joel Cracraft & Michael J. Donoghue,
2004. Oxford University Press, 576 pp., 978-0-195-17234-8.
Darwin: Discovering the Tree of Life, by Niles Eldredge, 2005. Norton, 256 pp.,
ISBN 978-0-393-05966-3.
Evolution (Biology Modular Workbook Series), by Tracey Greenwood, Lyn
Shepherd, Richard Allen & Daniel Butler, 2006. Biozone International, 100
pp., ISBN 978-1-877329-88-3.
Evolving Planet: Four Billion Years of Life on Earth, by Erica Kelly & Richard
Kissel, 2008. Abrams, 136 pp., ISBN 978-0-81099-486-7.
Darwin and Evolution for Kids: His Life and Ideas with 21 Activities, by Kristan
Lawson, 2003. Chicago Review Press, 146 pp., ISBN 978-1-55652-502-5.
The Tree of Life: a Phylogenetic Classification, by Guillaume Lecointre & Hervé
Le Guyader, 2006. Belknap Press, 560 pp., ISBN 978-0-674-02183-9.
The Concise Geologic Time Scale, by James G. Ogg, Gabi Ogg, & Felix M.
Gradstein, 2008. Cambridge University Press, 177 pp., ISBN 978-0-52189849-2.
The Evolution of Useful Things, by Henry Petroski, 1992. Knopf, 288 pp., ISBN
978-0-67974-039-1. Includes a comprehensive history of the evolution of
paper clip design.
See also: The evolution of artifacts, by Henry Petroski, 1992, American Scientist, 80(5): 416ff.
See also: Learning from paper clips, by Henry Petroski, 1995, American
Scientist, 83: 313-316.
Evolution, 3rd ed., by Mark Ridley, 2004. Blackwell, 751 pp., ISBN 978-1-40510345-9.
Evolution for Everyone: How Darwin’s Theory Can Change the Way We Think
About our Lives, by David Sloan Wilson, 2007. Bantam Dell, 390 pp., ISBN
978-0-385-34092-2.
Bivalve Texts
Seashells of Southern Florida: Living Marine Mollusks of the Florida Keys and
Adjacent Regions: Bivalves, by Paula M. Mikkelsen and Rüdiger Bieler,
2007, Princeton University Press, Princeton, NJ, 496 pp., ISBN 978-069111-606-8.
Bivalve Seashells of Western North America: Marine Bivalve Mollusks from
Arctic Alaska to Baja California, by Eugene V. Coan, Paul Valentich Scott,
and F. R. Bernard, 2000, Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History, viii +
764 pp., ISBN 978-0-93649-430-2.
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Websites
Evolution Online
• Learning Science, Biological Evolution, http://www.learningscience.org/lsc3cevolution.htm
• Nature, Evolution Gems, http://www.nature.com/nature/newspdf/evolution
• gems.pdf
• PBS, Evolution, http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/evolution
• TTU CISER, Evolution Activities, http://www.ciser.ttu.edu/outreach/New%20
Website%20Look/Evolution_Activities.aspx
• University of California Museum of Paleontology, Understanding Evolution,
http://evolution.berkeley.edu
• Wellcome Trust, Tree of Life, http://www.wellcometreeoflife.org
• Tools for Ambitious Science Teaching, http://tools4teachingscience.org
• Tracing a Prospective Learning Progression for Developing Understanding
of Evolution, by K. Catley, R. Lehrer, & Brian Reiser, 2004, National Academy of Sciences, http://www7.nationalacademies.org/bota/evolution.pdf
• Tree of Life: See How Living Things Are Related, http://www.wellcometreeoflife.org
• TimeTree: The Timescale of Life, http://timetree.org
Bivalves Online
• Assembling the Tree of Life: The Bivalve Mollusks, http://www.bivatol.org
• Marine Bivalve Shells of the British Isles, http://naturalhistory.museumwales.ac.uk/britishbivalves/home.php
• Bivalve Fossil Record, University of Bristol, http://palaeo.gly.bris.ac.uk/Palaeofiles/Fossilgroups/Bivalvia/Fossilrecord.html.
• A Teacher’s Guide to Marine Life of the Gulf of Maine, by Elaine P. Jones,
et al., Maine Department of Marine Resources, Education Division, http://
www.maine.gov/dmr/rm/aquarium/Teachers_Guide.pdf [includes classroom activities for clam, quahog, mussel, oyster, and scallop]
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Big Ideas

Big Ideas

Like all scientific disciplines, the field of evolutionary biology continually evolves
over time. New discoveries fuel new ideas, providing an ever-increasing understanding of how populations and species change over time in response to a
changing Earth. But of the overwhelming number of observations and principles that form the foundation of evolutionary biology, what is essential for every
person to understand? All too often, curricula are too ambitious and, as a result,
risk failing to cover topics in any substantial depth. An alternative approach is
to build one’s curriculum upon a foundation of focused, interconnected “Big
Ideas.” A well-designed set of Big Ideas can provide an all-encompassing conceptual framework for any discipline, including evolutionary biology. Developed
by scientists and biology teachers, here is a set of Big Ideas that illuminates
what is fundamental to the study of evolution:
•

Big Idea I: Evolution is inherited change within a lineage.

•

Big Idea II: Evolution is a scientific theory, subject to testing and revision.

•

Big Idea III: Evolution by natural selection is key to understanding life on
Earth.

•

Big Idea IV: Many scientific fields contribute evidence for evolution.

•

Big Idea V: Evolution happened and continues to happen.

Big Idea I
Big Idea II
Big Idea III
Big Idea IV
Big Idea V

These ideas are designed to cover the breadth of any evolutionary biology curriculum, but they require elaboration to build deep understanding. Each idea is
essentially bottomless; that is, although a meaningful understanding of these
ideas is readily attainable, the details contained within are endless. Each of the
ideas can be understood, but the depth of understanding can vary greatly.
Introduction of these Big Ideas also invites discussion of the nature of science.
As curricula are designed and implemented, the traditional topics of evolutionary biology should be complemented with ideas on how we come to know what
we know about the natural world.
Each of these ideas are explained briefly in the pages that follow, and are discussed in detail later on in this Guide.

Teacher-Friendly Guide to Evolution
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Big Ideas
Big Idea I
Big Idea II
Big Idea III
Big Idea IV
Big Idea V

Big Idea I: Evolution is inherited change
within a lineage.

To most people, the term “evolution” means change over time. This is a correct
definition when discussing non-biological evolution such as the evolution of the
solar system or the evolution of computers. It is also correct in this context, but
more is necessary. The biological definition of evolution is inherited change
within a lineage.
To fully understand the biological definition of evolution, it helps to consider
each part separately.
•

Inherited. All organisms reproduce and pass their genes to their offspring. Each new generation inherits their genes and associated traits
from their parents.

•

Change. The new generation is not an exact replica of the parental generation. Sexually reproducing organisms get half of their genome from
each parent, so the result in each offspring is a combination. Parents
that are most successful at reproducing contribute more offspring to the
next generation, so their genes claim a higher percentage of the new
generation. In addition, random genetic mutations occur that change
the genetic composition of the next generation and introduce variation
among individuals.

•

Lineage. As each generation reproduces it creates an uninterrupted
chain of genetic inheritance from ancestors to descendants.

All together, these three concepts detail the biological definition of evolution. If
you follow any lineage of organisms from ancestor to descendant, you will find
inherited changes, in other words, evolution.
Bivalves have been evolving for over 500 million years. The bivalves alive today have some similarities but also many differences from those discovered in
the fossil record. The similarities between modern and ancient bivalves provide
evidence of their common lineage. The differences are evidence of their evolution over time.
For more discussion on this topic, see the sections Why Study Evolution?:
Defining “Evolution” and How Evolution Works.
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Big Idea II: Evolution is a scientific theory,

subject to testing and revision.

Big Ideas
Big Idea I

It is often easy for students and even teachers to dismiss the theory of evolution as “just a theory.” However, such a statement stems from a fundamental
misunderstanding of the scientific process and the rank of scientific theories
within it.

Big Idea II

The term “theory” in everyday language means a mere guess or speculation.
In scientific language, however, theories are the highest order of scientific explanation and are generally accepted to be true by the scientific community as
a whole. A scientific theory is a synthesis of a large number of accepted and
highly tested hypotheses. Scientists continue to test, refine, and add additional
hypotheses to make a theory more concise, but it is highly unlikely that the
whole theory will ever be replaced. In physics, a similarly supported theory is
gravity; in chemistry, a good example is the atomic theory (that all matter is
made up of particles called atoms).

Big Idea V

Big Idea III
Big Idea IV

There is no ongoing current debate among knowledgeable biologists about
whether evolution occurs or has occurred. There is still vigorous debate about
the details of how it occurs.
For more discussion on this topic, see the section Why Study Evolution?:
Defining “Science.”
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Big Ideas
Big Idea I
Big Idea II
Big Idea III
Big Idea IV

Big Idea III: Evolution by natural selection

is key to understanding life on Earth.

Harvard professor E.O. Wilson (1929- ) proposed a two-idea suggestion for
understanding biology.
(1) All organic processes are ultimately obedient to the Laws of Physics and
Chemistry.

Big Idea V
(2) Most scientists believe that all living systems and processes evolved by
natural selection.
This emphasizes the importance of evolution and natural selection to understanding life on Earth today. Natural selection is based upon the principles that
(1) organisms produce more offspring than can survive, (2) individuals compete
for resources, (3) individuals have variations that could make them better (or
less) able to survive and reproduce, and (4) the individuals that reproduce contribute to the next generation. The process of natural selection through time can
be easily observed through the fossil record and by observing the adaptations,
complexity, and diversity of living species.
For more discussion on this topic, see the section How Evolution Works:
Natural Selection.
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Big Idea IV: Many scientific fields

contribute evidence for evolution.

Big Ideas
Big Idea I

Evidence for evolution has been supplied by many fields of scientific study.
Paleontologists study the fossil record and the evolution of prehistoric life.
Ecologists study the complexity and diversity of living species and their interactions with the environment. Anatomists study living species and the complexity,
diversity, and similarities of their bodies. Developmental biologists study the
embryology, growth, and aging of living species and compare the differences
and similarities. Geneticists and molecular biologists study the DNA, RNA, and
proteins of living species and compare the differences and similarities. Evolutionary biologists study the origins of species and synthesize information from
other fields into an understanding of how evolution occurs on Earth. No other
subject cuts across more fields of study than evolution.

Big Idea II
Big Idea III
Big Idea IV
Big Idea V

For more discussion on this topic, see the section The Evidence for Evolution.
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Big Ideas
Big Idea I
Big Idea II
Big Idea III
Big Idea IV
Big Idea V

Big Idea V:

Evolution happened and
continues to happen.
Studying the fossil record is the easiest way to observe that evolution happened in the past. Evolution is still occurring today, but it is more difficult to
observe. The minor changes from generation to generation can take thousands
or millions of years to accumulate before they are noticeable or result in a distinctly new species. Organisms with very short generation times, however, can
provide evidence that evolution is still occurring today. The Fruit Fly, Drosophila
melanogaster, is one of the most commonly used model organisms in biology because it is easy to care for, breeds quickly, lays many eggs, and has a
generation time of only 10 days. Its genes are easily manipulated through embryological techniques; it is a perfect organism for studying “artificial selection”
(human-induced natural selection, used widely in animal husbandry). As a second example from human medicine, the common flu virus changes (evolves)
enough every year that a new flu vaccine must be produced to protect us from
repeat infection. In addition, the emergence of antibiotic-resistant bacteria is
evidence that bacteria have evolved to survive the human-devised drugs that
previously would have killed them.
For more discussion on this topic, see the section Evolution in Everyday
Life.
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An Introduction to Bivalves

Bivalve Introduction

To effectively use bivalves to study evolution (and to make them more interesting and relevant subjects to your students), a brief introduction to the group is
necessary, including something about their closest relatives (other mollusks),
their important anatomical features, and their complex relationship with humans — including the positive use of bivalves for food and as ornamentation,
as well as their negative effects on ecological systems and human economy
and health.

Bivalves are Mollusks
Bivalve Anatomy
Economics & Impact
In the Classrooom

Bivalves are Mollusks
The phylum Mollusca includes clams, snails, slugs, nudibranchs, squid, octopuses, tusk shells, chitons, and many others that are all generally called mollusks. Some, but not all, of these also go by the more common term “seashells.”
Most mollusks bear a shell of one or more parts made of calcium carbonate.
There are approximately 120,000 species of living mollusks, and many more
extinct species recorded as fossils back to the Cambrian Period over 500 million years ago. Mollusks are the second largest phylum on Earth, only surpassed by the insects, and are the largest taxonomic group in the sea.
Scientists currently recognize eight classes of mollusks: Monoplacophora
(primitive limpets, not shown), Gastropoda (snails and slugs), Bivalvia (see
next page), Cephalopoda (squids and octopuses), Polyplacophora (chitons),
Scaphopoda (tusk shells), and two classes of worm-like mollusks (Caudofoveata, Solenogastres) generally called "aplacophorans."
Gastropoda

Cephalopoda

Mollusca • A phylum of the
animal kingdom, including the
classes Cephalopoda, Gastropoda, Bivalvia, Scaphopoda, Polyplacophora, Monoplacophora,
Caudofoveata, and Solenogastres. These animals have an unsegmented bilateral body, with
most of the organs and parts
paired, but not repeated serially.
Mollusks are defined by a tissue
called the mantle, which forms
the shell and encloses most organs. Most mollusks possess a
calcareous shell, which can be
univalve, bivalve, or multivalve.

mollusk • A member of the
phylum Mollusca; also spelled
mollusc (most especially in the
United Kingdom).

Polyplacophora
Scaphopoda

“aplacophoran”
Members of the phylum Mollusca. First row (left to right): White-Lipped Landsnail (Cepaea hortensis, Gastropoda), Red Slug (Arion rufus, Gastropoda), and Nudibranch (Nembrotha lineolata,
Gastropoda). Second row (left to right): White-Spotted Octopus (Octopus macropus, Cephalopoda), Caribbean Reef Squid (Sepioteuthis sepioidea, Cephalopoda), Green Chiton (Chiton glaucus, Polyplacophora), Tusk Shell (Antalis vulgaris, Scaphopoda), and Aplacophoran (Epimenia
babai, Solenogastres).
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Bivalve Introduction
Bivalves are Mollusks
Bivalve Anatomy
Economics & Impact

The molluscan class Bivalvia includes clams, scallops, mussels, oysters, and
their relatives – all generally called bivalves, pelecypods (in older literature,
and still used by many paleontologists), or more commonly “clams.” There are
approximately 20,000 living species of bivalves, which ranks them second only
to gastropods in terms of total species diversity. All bivalves are aquatic, either
marine or freshwater, and they play a variety of important ecological roles.
Bivalves are familiar objects (often collected as seashells) and are therefore
excellent primary study organisms for engaging students.

In the Classrooom

Bivalvia • A class of the phylum
Mollusca including species with
two shells hinged together, a soft
body, and lamellate gills. Commonly called bivalves or clams.
Members of the class Bivalvia. Clockwise from upper left: Dipper Clam (Cuspidaria latesulcata),
Heart Cockle (Fragum unedo), Giant Clam (Tridacna gigas), Freshwater Mussel (Hemistena lata),
and Sydney Rock Oyster (Saccostrea glomerata).
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Bivalve Anatomy

Bivalve Introduction

The valve structure and soft anatomy of the bivalves varies among species.
The Hard-Shelled Clam or Cherrystone, Mercenaria mercenaria, is used here
as an example of a typical bivalve.

Bivalves are Mollusks
Bivalve Anatomy
Economics & Impact

Important features of bivalve shells are:
• two shelly valves
• two adductor muscles (reduced to one in some species) that hold the
shell tightly closed when they contract
• an elastic ligament that springs the shell open when the muscles relax
• a hinge with a series of interlocking teeth that keep the valves aligned
• a pallial line that represents the attachment of the soft tissues to the interior of the shell. The presence of a pallial sinus indicates that the species
has siphons (that retract into the sinus when the shell closes)

In the Classrooom

ligament
hinge teeth
posterior
adductor
muscle
scar

anterior
adductor
muscle
scar

pallial
sinus
pallial line

More detailed information about bivalve shells can be found at http:bivatol.
org under Bivalvia 101>Biology>Shell Morphology.

Mercenaria mercenaria
The shell of the Hard-Shelled Clam, with features outlined on an inside
view (upper right). A natural pearl from this species is at lower left.
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Bivalve Introduction
Bivalves are Mollusks
Bivalve Anatomy
Economics & Impact
In the Classrooom

In life, the shells are lined by a specialized tissue called the mantle, which
produces and enlarges the shell by secreting new shell material at the free
edge. The soft body inside of the shell includes a muscular foot, gills (or ctenidia, used for respiration and feeding), muscles, a digestive system, nerves, a
three-chambered heart and an open circulatory system (with sinuses). Some
species, such as the Hard-Shelled Clam here, have siphons for directing water
flow in and out of the body chamber. More detailed information about bivalve
soft anatomy can be found at http:bivatol.org under Bivalvia 101>Biology>Soft
Anatomy.
Many species of animals have lost body parts (vestigialization) during the
course of their evolution. One of the main traits of all bivalves is the absence
of a head and its associated organs such as eyes, head tentacles, and mouthparts. Scientists believe that the early ancestors of bivalves had heads, like
their close relatives the snails, but that bivalves have lost the feature.
posterior pedal
retractor muscle

aortic
bulb

heart

hindgut

ctenidia stomach
anterior pedal
retractor muscle

posterior
adductor
muscle
mantle • The external fold, or
folds, of the soft, exterior membrane of the body of a bivalve,
that secretes the shell and usually forms a cavity enclosing the
gills and other organs.

vestigialization • The evolutionary process of losing nonfunctional traits, usually expressed
by a reduction in size or function.
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rectum
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excurrent
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incurrent
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style
sack
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Soft anatomy of the Hard-Shelled Clam.
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Economics & Impact

Bivalve Introduction
Bivalves are Mollusks

Protein

Bivalve Anatomy
Bivalves are an important
source of animal protein for
humans, and major commercial fisheries for mussels, arks,
oysters, scallops, cockles, venus clams, and razor clams
have long existed worldwide.
Humans have consumed bivalves for millennia, and the
first documented record of bivalve aquaculture dates from
the 8th century in Japan. In
2003, the value of U.S. major
commercial bivalve species
Oysters in aquaculture.
(especially the Soft-Shelled
Clam, Hard-Shelled Clam,
Surfclam, Geoduck, Blue Mussel, Eastern Oyster, and Sea Scallop) exceeded US$570 million. Economically,
the most important bivalves under aquaculture are Blue Mussels, with peak
production of 500,000 annual metric tons in the late 1990s. The worldwide marine bivalve harvest (that is, the collection of wild populations, as opposed to
those raised in aquaculture) in 2002 was more than 2 million metric tons.

Economics & Impact
In the Classrooom

aquaculture • The science of farming organisms that live in water,
such as fish, shellfish, and algae.

Ornamentation
Pearl production is an important industry, especially in Japan, China, Australia, French Polynesia, and Indonesia. Shells of freshwater pearl mussels, formerly important in the button industry, are now used to produce beads that are
implanted into marine pearl oysters to initiate cultured pearl production. The
shells of many bivalves are also commercially valuable as ornamental objects,
jewelry, collectors’ items, and as mother-of-pearl for inlay.

Modern cultured pearls, illustrated
by (at left) “Bowl of Pearls” by
Chinese artist Ai Weiwei, approximately 1.3 m in diameter, and
(above) Japanese Akoya pearls,
each 6.5-7.0 mm in diameter.

Teacher-Friendly Guide to Evolution
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dinoflagellates • Chiefly marine,
planktonic, usually solitary phytoflagellates (which have many characteristics in common with algae) that
include luminescent forms, forms
important in marine food webs, and
forms causing red tides.

fouling community • Community of
organisms found attached to hard
substrata, most usually humanmade, e.g., on the sides of docks,
marinas, harbors, or vessels.

Because they feed by filtering
water, bivalves accumulate
heavy metals, bacteria, viruses, and toxins that are in the
water in which they live. With
the expansion of aquaculture
and subsequent increase in
shellfish consumption, the
risk of bivalve-derived diseases, more generally known
as “shellfish poisoning,” is an
increasing concern for public
health management.

Red tide near La Jolla, California.

Under certain conditions (due to environmental factors or human activities),
planktonic organisms called dinoflagellates occasionally bloom in the oceans.
Such an outbreak is called “red tide,” because the toxic waste products of the
dinoflagellates can turn the water orange or red. During the course of normal
feeding, bivalves concentrate these toxins, and if they are later eaten by humans, dangerous and sometimes deadly shellfish poisoning can occur. Local
departments of health in areas near the shore constantly monitor the toxin levels in the ocean and periodically close areas to shellfish harvesting if the toxins
reach a dangerous level. More information on shellfish poisoning can be found
on the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention “Marine Toxins” website at
http://www.cdc.gov/ncidod/dbmd/diseaseinfo/marinetoxins_g.htm.

Economic Threats
Some marine and freshwater bivalves pose important economic threats.
•

Native shipworms
and other boring
bivalves (Teredinidae, Pholadidae)
can bore into untreated wood and
damage marine
constructions,
such as piers and
boat docks.
Shipworm-riddled driftwood.
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•

Marine mussels and oysters settle on ship hulls as part of fouling communities and can have a tremendous negative impact on fuel efficiency.

•

Date mussels and a few other bivalve species can bore into soft lime stone
and coral, acting as both positive and negative agents in bioerosion.

Teacher-Friendly Guide to Evolution

•

Invasive Zebra Mussels (Dreissena
polymorpha and D. bugensis) have
been documented in the U.S. at power stations that use water for cooling.
They attach in large numbers to hard
surfaces using elastic byssal threads,
with estimated costs of removal and
equipment repair from 1989-1995 of
US$69 million. This is also a serious
problem at nuclear power stations in
Europe.
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Zebra Mussel-encrusted current meter in
Lake Michigan near Michigan City, Indiana, June 1999.

benthic • Occurring at the bottom of
a body of water, for example, a seabed, riverbed, or lake bottom.

Ecological Threats
The vast majority of negative ecological impacts by bivalves are caused by
invasive species, spread either accidentally or intentionally.
Some of the best-documented
marine invasions are the Manila
Clam in the Mediterranean and
North Atlantic, and the Pacific
Oyster in parts of the Indo-Pacific,
both of which have caused serious
ecosystem imbalances.
Zebra Mussels in North America
colonize all kinds of hard surfaces,
out-competing most other benthic
invertebrates for living space and
food resources. They also attach
to native freshwater pearl mussels, many of which are already
threatened or endangered species, smothering them and/or preventing their valves from opening
and closing properly.

byssus (adj. byssal), byssal threads •
A tuft of long, tough filaments which
are formed in a groove of the foot,
and issue from between the valves of
certain bivalve mollusks, by which
they attach themselves to rocks, etc.

The Manila Clam, Venerupis philippinarum.

Zebra Mussels attached to an American freshwater
pearl mussel.
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In the Classroom
Bivalves are perhaps some of the easiest living invertebrates to obtain and
maintain for classroom observation. If you live near a coastline, or any body
of freshwater, you can probably easily find living bivalves attached to shoreline rocks, or buried just below the surface of the sand in shallow water. Use
a small knife or chisel to remove bivalves from rocks, or a shovel and sieve to
find infaunal bivalves. (Please make sure that collecting is legally permitted at
your site!)
A few bivalves are also available for purchase in marine aquarium shops or
pet stores or from online suppliers, especially freshwater bivalves of various
sorts (freshwater pearl mussels [Unionidae] or Asian Clams [Corbicula]), and
the more exotic, marine Giant Clams or Bear Paws (Tridacna and Hippopus),
Flame Scallops (Ctenoides, formerly Lima), Thorny Oysters (Spondylus), and
Green Mussels (Perna).

infaunal • Living buried within sediment.

If you are not near a coastline, many species – especially Cherrystones (Mercenaria mercenaria), Blue
Mussels (Mytilus edulis),
Eastern Oysters (Crassostrea virginica), and Mahogany Clams (Arctica islandica) – are readily and
inexpensively available in
eastern U.S. fish markets
and grocery stores. Other
species are similarly available in other regions of the Living bivalves for sale in an open-air fish market in ChantU.S. and around the world. aburi, Thailand, 2005.
Although usually kept on
ice in the markets, these bivalves are alive (merchants cannot sell bivalves that are dead or gaping), and
can usually be revived if placed in prepared seawater with aeration as soon
as possible after purchasing. Remember that these “shellfish” are most likely
marine species, so they will
die if placed in freshwater. If
the bivalves are to be maintained for a period of time,
get them into an aquarium
with water as soon as possible. Use fresh or salt water
from their habitat if you collected them yourself. If you
are not near a coastline with
a ready supply of local water, you can use rain water
or tap water for freshwater
species, or purchase Instant
Ocean® or some other comBivalves from the grocery store (here cherrystones,
mercially available artificial
steamers, and oysters) are easy to keep for a short while
in the classroom in seawater with a simple bubbler.
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seawater mix at pet shops or aquarium suppliers. Always also use a bubbler
with an air stone to aerate the water.
If you intend to maintain your bivalves for awhile, you will also need to feed
them. Bivalves are filter feeders, so feed them some sort of commercially available planktonic food (preferably phytoplankton) sold by aquarium suppliers.
For freshwater species, a dipper of pond water will provide organic bits that can
be added to the tank as food. Although a filtration system might seem logical
for your tank, remember that this will filter the food out of the water, preventing
your bivalves from feeding – so better not! Your bivalves need to filter the water
themselves!
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Bivalves can be kept in aquaria with fish and other invertebrates, and generally pose no threat to these other organisms. Be aware, however, that crabs,
octopuses, and larger snails will often eat bivalves.
See the section Suggested Classroom Activities near the end of this book.
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Dissection Guides
This section provides dissection guides for the common bivalves that you might
have in your classroom, either from collecting or the fish market. If you have a
different type of bivalve available, one of these guides could still be useful in
your investigations.
The dissection guides are available courtesy of Professor Richard Fox, Lander
University (http://webs.lander.edu/rsfox/invertebrates).

Dissection Guides
•
•
•
•
•
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Hard-shelled Clam, Mercenaria mercenaria
Asian Clam, Corbicula fluminea
Freshwater Pearl Mussel, Actinonaias ligamentina
Blue Mussel, Mytilus edulis
Eastern Oyster, Crassostrea virginica
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Dissection Guides:
Mercenaria mercenaria
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Dissection Guides:
Mercenaria mercenaria
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Mercenaria mercenaria
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Actinonaias ligamentina
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Why Study Evolution?

Why Study Evolution?

We study evolution for the same reasons that we study any subject — the thirst
for knowledge, to understand the past and predict the future, and to organize
our world. But the subject of evolution also has huge relevance to our world
and current issues that concern all of us. Evolution was happening 150 million
years ago when dinosaurs dominated the Earth, was happening in the 1830s
when Charles Darwin landed on the Galapagos Islands during the voyage of
the Beagle, and it is happening today. It is occurring in every living species on
the planet, right now. Evolution is not just about fossils. It is also about molecules, genes, mutations, populations, and sex in living organisms. All of these
things are primary sources of data about evolutionary processes that occur
when organisms try to survive and reproduce. Evolution also is about rigorous
analyses — what we must do with the data to say something that is scientifically
defendable. So if you thought that evolutionary biology was limited to dusty
old curators in dusty old museums, think again. Scientists at universities, research centers, and museums are conducting some of the most sophistocated
analyses of any kind today, using some of the best prepared specimens, most
advanced techniques, and fastest computers available. Nothing in biology can
be truly understood without first understanding evolution.

Defining “Science”
Defining “Evolution”
Teaching Evolution with
Confidence

evidence • Information accumulated
through observations of phenomena
that occur in the natural world, or
which are created as experiments
in a laboratory. Scientific evidence
usually goes toward supporting or
rejecting a hypothesis.

Defining "Science"
Reminding students of what science is and what science is not, is
important to establish before introducing the concepts of evolution.
Science and all of our technological
advances are based upon hypotheses that are developed, tested,
and refined (or refuted) through the
scientific method. The scientific
method provides observable and
measurable evidence collected
through observation and/or experimentation. Nothing outside the
observable or measurable can be
called scientific.Therefore science
cannot inform public law, morals,
ethics, or religion. For example, science can estimate the depth of the
ocean; this is both observable and
measurable. Science cannot answer the meaning of life; this is neither observable nor measurable.

hypothesis (pl. hypotheses) • An
“educated guess,” based on evidence, concerning how or why a
phenomenon occurs; see also theory, law.

scientific method • The process of
scientific inquiry for investigating
phenomena, acquiring new knowledge, and correcting and integrating
previous knowledge. To be called
scientific, a method must be based
on observable, measurable evidence
collected by observation and/or experimentation.

The scientific definitions and uses
of the words hypothesis, fact, evidence, theory, and law often cause
confusion because they have different meanings when used outside of
the field of science. A hypothesis
is an educated guess, based on
A caricature of Charles Darwin from the London
facts (observations or data), which Sketchbook (1874).
Teacher-Friendly Guide to Evolution
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can be experimentally tested. If a hypothesis is experimentally shown to be
incorrect, it is refuted and either rejected or refined. If a hypothesis is repeatedly tested and always shown to be correct, the hypothesis is supported and
accepted. A large number of highly tested, never refuted, hypotheses form the
basis of evidence that supports a theory. A scientific theory is the synthesis of
a large number of accepted hypotheses. Scientists continue to test, refine, and
add additional accepted hypotheses to make a theory more concise, but an
entire theory is rarely ever completely discarded or replaced. A scientific law
expresses a theory as a less complex summary statement, often as a mathematical equation, such as E=mc2.

fact • An objective and verifiable
observation; in contrast with a
hypothesis or theory, which are intended to explain or interpret facts.

law • An established principle
thought to be universal and invariable; see also hypothesis, theory.

theory • A hypothesis that has become “widely accepted” after rigorous testing; see also hypothesis,
law.

Note that the scientific use of the word “theory” is fundamentally different from
its common usage. In everyday English, a theory is a mere guess or speculation. However, scientific theories are the highest order of scientific explanation
and are generally accepted to be true by the scientific community as a whole.
Evolution is a scientific theory based upon evidence provided by all fields of
biological science. In physics, a similarly supported theory is gravity; in chemistry, a good example is the atomic theory.
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Defining “Evolution”

Why Study Evolution?

The word evolution means change. In biological terms, evolution is inherited change within a lineage. In other words, evolution occurs when inherited
changes from generation to generation within one population of a species
give rise to a new appearance, a new genetic code, and ultimately, a new species.

Defining “Science”
Defining “Evolution”
Teaching Evolution with
Confidence

Scallops – today mainly members of the bivalve family Pectinidae – have
been alive on Earth since the early Triassic Period, approximately 240 million years ago. They are characterized by “ears” (called auricles) on the
shell and a notch below one of them through which a set of elastic threads
(called a byssus) emerge to help hold the scallop, at least during its juvenile life, to the sea bottom. At the edge of the byssal notch in most scallops
is a comb-like set of spines (called the ctenolium) that separate and support the byssal threads. The direct ancestors of scallops were scallop-like
bivalves of the family Entoliidae, which lived during the Paleozoic and Mesozoic Eras (400-65 million years ago). Entoliids had auricles and a byssal
notch only as juveniles, but they did not have a ctenolium. The ctenolium
– a defining feature of the modern family Pectinidae – is a feature that
evolved within the scallop lineage.

auricles • Ear-shaped structures on
the shells of scallops, one of their
defining characteristics.

byssus (adj. byssal), byssal threads •
A tuft of long, tough filaments which
are formed in a groove of the foot,
and issue from between the valves of
certain bivalve mollusks, by which
they attach themselves to rocks, etc.

evolution • Inheritable change within a lineage, or the change that occurs between generations within one
population of a species. This refers
of course to change expressed from
one individual to another, but we are
usually most interested in the changes so great that the later generation
is considered a different species.

A living scallop, Caribachlamys sentis, from
the Florida Keys. The notch between the
auricle (at left) and the main body of the
shell is the byssal notch, through which
the foot and byssus extend.

The ctenolium (in white circle) of Caribachlamys sentis from the Florida Keys
helps separate and support its byssal
threads. Many adult scallops do not use a
byssus beyond the juvenile stage, and so
lose the ctenolium as they grow larger.

generation • A single step or stage in
the succession of natural descent.

inherited • Derived from a preformed genetic code present in an
ancestor.

lineage • Line of descent from an
ancestor.

population • A group of organisms,
all of the same species, which occupies a particular area.

The family Entoliidae is considered ancestral to modern scallops. This is Entolium
aviculatum (PRI 14077, 2.25 cm diameter),
from the Carboniferous Period of Henry
County, Missouri. The auricles are to the
right and left of the umbo at top center.

An unidentified fossil scallop (Pectinidae, PRI 14076, 3.7 cm diameter),
from the Jurassic Period of Bradfordon-Avon, England. This specimen is
preserved in a similar way to the older
Entoliidae (at left).

species • A group of organisms formally recognized as distinct from
other groups; the taxon rank in the
hierarchy of biological classification
below genus; the basic unit of biological classification, defined by the
reproductive isolation of the group
from all other groups of organisms.
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Not all biological change is evolution. The metamorphosis, growth, and physical changes of an individual organism are biological changes but are not evolution.

Defining “Science”
Defining “Evolution”
Teaching Evolution with
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A baby clam spends the first part of its life as a free-swimming, twoshelled larva called a veliger - its locomotory apparatus is a pair of ciliated lobes called a velum that propels it through the water. Eventually, the
larva grows a foot, settles onto the ocean bottom, and metamorphoses
into a benthic organism, resorbing its velum and growing in size. At this
stage, its foot secretes strong but elastic byssal threads to stabilize it in
the sediment. The clam’s appearance changes quite dramatically from
juvenile to adult; notice that the adult (below right) no longer uses a byssus, and has relatively shorter siphons than the attached juvenile.

ctenolium • A comb-like structure
along the ventral edge of the byssal
notch in scallops in which the byssal
threads rest.

metamorphosis (pl. metamorphoses) • A change in body form and
often habits of an animal following
the embryonic stage during normal
development.

natural selection • The process by
which living forms with traits that
better enable them to adapt to specific environmental pressures, e.g.,
predators, changes in climate, or
competition for food or mates, will
tend to survive and reproduce in
greater numbers than others of their
kind, thus ensuring the perpetuation
of those favorable traits in succeeding generations. Also called Darwinism.

umbo • Rounded or pointed extremity of a bivalve shell, often projecting above the hinge line, that reflects
the early growth stage (= oldest
part of the shell) and includes the
prodissoconch (larval shell) and adjacent convex area; also called the
“beak.”

veliger • Planktonic larval type
characteristic of most mollusks (including bivalves), characterized by
a ciliated locomotory organ (velum)
which is either discarded or resorbed
at metamorphosis.
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Veliger larva

Attached juvenile

Adult

Evolutionary change does not necessarily mean improvement or progress.
Evolution does not follow a linear progression from simple to complex or primitive to advanced. Evolution is occasionally depicted, inaccurately, as a ladder
leading progressively from “lower” to “higher” organisms (usually with humans
at the top). In reality, however, evolution is more accurately depicted as a tree
with many branches. Some species become extinct, some mutations and variations fail, and simple organisms can be highly adapted to their environments.
The phrase “more evolved” does not necessarily mean “better.”
There is often confusion between the words evolution and Darwinism. Long
before Charles Darwin, many scientists understood that evolution occurred
but they could not explain how. Darwin’s publication, On the Origin of Species (1859), provided the first mechanism of evolution, natural selection. The
terms Darwinism and natural selection can be used interchangeably. Other
mechanisms of evolution have also been accepted. Therefore, evolution is
species change over time and Darwinism is just one of the mechanisms of how
these changes occur.
Why study evolution? Evolution is the unifying theory that explains all biological science. All life is connected and none of it can be fully understood without
the theory of evolution. Imagine trying to study chemistry without understanding that molecules are made of atoms (atomic theory). Evolution allows us to
understand the past, predict the future, and map the organization of our world.
Evolutionary scientists from all fields of biology (paleontology, molecular biology, genetics, etc.) are using the most sophisticated research techniques and
technologies to explain life. Understanding the evolution of bivalves can help
prevent their extinction, prevent the spread of invasive species around the
world, and can even help scientists date geological events. More information
about the importance of evolution can be found in the Evolution in Everyday
Life section.
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Teaching Evolution with Confidence

Why Study Evolution?

No biology class would be complete without studying evolution and it is a requirement of the national and state education standards. Unfortunately a large
number of teachers in American public and private schools feel unable or unprepared to teach evolution in their classrooms. The TFGEB is designed to provide the background information needed by teachers to acquire a foundation of
knowledge to use in teaching evolution.

Defining “Science”
Defining “Evolution”
Teaching Evolution with
Confidence

Here are some suggestions on how to approach and prepare to teach evolution.*
1. Prepare but don’t ignite. Be ready to address common misconceptions
about evolution but do not assume that your students already have the
misconceptions.
2. Use what you have available, and the comparative method. A simple
comparison of two different but familiar organisms is enough to raise
and address important evolutionary questions.
3. Get back to basics. Review the basic terminology of science. Evolution
cannot be dismissed as “just a theory.”
4. Clearly distinguish between the occurrence and mechanisms of evolution. There is no debate among knowledgeable biologists about whether
evolution occurs. There is still vigorous debate about how it occurred.
5. Emphasize that evolution explains observations and answers questions.
All lines of available evidence – from comparative anatomy to embryology to genetics – support evolution as the explanation for life’s diversity
on Earth, past and present.
6. Don’t equivocate. The theory of evolution is universally accepted by all
scientists that know anything about the subject. To tell students that
“scientists aren’t sure” or that there are “weaknesses” in the theory is
simply lying to them.
7. Know the material. Evolution is a broad topic and it is impossible to
know everything. However, the more you know, the more confidence
you will display.
8. Seek help when (or, ideally, before) you need it. There are a large number of resources available for background information, activities, and
dealing with the sensitive topic of creationism.
9. Evolution is not a belief. Students might ask if you “believe in evolution.”
Beliefs are faith-based, whereas science is fact-based. The theory of
evolution is based upon established, highly tested, scientific evidence.
One can either accept the scientific evidence or refute it (through experimentation), but one cannot “believe” in evolution.
*Reprinted in part with permission from Evolution & Creationism – A Very Short
Guide, by Warren D. Allmon, 2009, © Paleontological Research Institution.
For more tips, see Tools for Ambitious Science Teaching [http://tools4teachingscience.org].
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How the Theory

The science of evolutionary biology begins in 1859 with the publication of
Charles Darwin’s On the Origin of Species by Natural Selection, but there is a
long history of evolutionary thought before Darwin.

Developed
Pre-Darwinian
Post-Darwinian

Pre-Darwinian
Xenophanes of Colophon (Greek, 490 BCE) was the first
person known to have used fossils as evidence for a theory of the history of the Earth.

Aristotle (Greek, 384-322 BCE) placed all organisms
on a fixed scale – the Scala Naturae – from simple to
complex, creating one of the first systematic classifications.

Titus Lucretius Carus (Roman, 99-55 BCE) wrote, in
his epic poem “On the Nature of Things,” that organisms survive because of their strength, speed, or cunning (or because of their usefulness to people).

John Ray (English, 1682-1705) was considered the
Father of Natural History in Great Britain. He was the
first to divide flowering plants into two groups, the
monocots and dicots.

Pierre-Louis Moreau de Maupertuis (French, 16981759) published his ideas about the formation of an embryo and heredity.
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How the Theory
Developed
Pre-Darwinian
Post-Darwinian

Carolus Linnaeus (Swedish, 1707-1778, also called
Carl von Linné) is called the Father of Taxonomy. He
published Systema Naturae, a catalog of all known
species, sorted by similarity. He created the binomial
nomenclature system for species naming.

Georges-Louis Leclerc, Comte de Buffon (French,
1707-1788), he published an encyclopedia of everything
known at the time about the natural world, wrestled with
the similarities of humans and apes, and even discussed
common ancestry. He also suggested that the Earth
is much older than the 6,000 years proclaimed by the
church.
binomial nomenclature • The twopart scientific name – genus and species – for a plant or animal.

Denis Diderot (French, 1713-1784) was a philosopher and chief editor of the 17-volume L’Encyclopédie,
which claimed to contain all human knowledge in a
single set of books. He was thrown into jail for speculating that evolution might have taken place.

James Hutton (Scottish, 1726-1797) is called the
Founder of Modern Geology. He recognized that the
Earth is continually being changed by molten material
and erosion, in the “geological cycle.”

Erasmus Darwin (English, 1731-1802) was Charles
Darwin’s grandfather and is regarded by some as
the first modern evolutionist. In his work, Zoonomia
(1794), he formulated one of the first formal theories
of evolution.
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Jean-Baptiste
de
Lamarck
(French, 1744-1829) in his Philosophie Zoologique (1809), famously
proposed the theory of transformation (also known as Lamarckism) in which traits acquired during
an individual’s lifetime could be inherited by its offspring.

Developed
Pre-Darwinian
Post-Darwinian

According to Lamarck’s theory, a giraffe could, over a lifetime of straining to reach high branches, develop an elongated neck that could
then be passed on to its offspring. This type of inheritance, sometimes
called Lamarckian inheritance, has since been disproved by genetics.

Thomas Malthus (English, 1766-1834) was a political
economist. In his Essay on the Principle of Population
(1798), he observed that plants, animals, and humans
are capable of producing more offspring than can survive. He suggested that human overproduction results
in limited resources, famine, and poverty.

transformation • The theory suggesting that traits of an organism
are produced and inherited by direct
influence of the physical environment, by effort, or by use or disuse
of body parts.

Georges Cuvier (French, 1769-1832) was a paleontologist. He developed the method of reconstructing
an animal from fossilized bone fragments. He was
one of the first to claim that fossils are real (not tricks
put there by God to test man’s faith) and thus to acknowledge that extinction had occurred.

Charles Lyell (Scottish, 1797-1875) was a geologist
and friend of Charles Darwin. In his Principles of Geology (1830–1833), he concluded that the world is old
and that rain, sea, volcanoes, and earthquakes can be
used to explain the geological history of Earth.
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Post-Darwinian

Developed

Charles Darwin (English, 1809-1882) is best described as a gentleman scholar. He ultimately received a degree in theology from Cambridge University, but never had any formal training in natural
history, zoology, or geology. In 1832, he joined the
round-the-world voyage of the HMS Beagle during
which he collected and studied a large number of
specimens. His influential book On the Origin of Species was published in 1859, 21 years after returning
from the voyage.

Pre-Darwinian
Post-Darwinian

Gregor Mendel (Austrian, 1822-1884) was a monk.
He conducted experiments in plant hybridization using yellow and green peas, and formulated many
principles of governing the inheritance of traits
(1866). His theories of heredity have been generally
accepted since the 1920s and now form the basis of
modern genetics.
Alfred Russell Wallace (English, 1823-1913), an entomologist, can rightfully be called the “co-discoverer” of
the theory of natural selection. A letter from Wallace to
Darwin in 1858, asking Darwin’s opinion on Wallace’s
ideas about natural selection, prompted Darwin to announce the theory that he had been working on for 21
years. On the evening of July 1, 1858, a joint paper by
Wallace and Darwin was presented (although neither
author attended) at a meeting of the Linnean Society
of London, entitled “On the tendency of species to form
varieties; and on the perpetuation of varieties and species by natural means of selection.”

Ernst Haeckel (German, 1834-1919) coined the terms
ontogeny, phylogeny, and ecology, and was the first to
represent evolutionary relationships on a tree.

Karl Grobben (Austrian, 18541945) named the two main groups of coelomate animals, Protostomia (mollusks, annelids, arthropods)
and Deuterostomia (echinoderms, chordates), on the
basis of (among many characters) whether cleavage
of the egg is spiral (illustrated at left, in bivalves) or
radial.
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Alfred Wegener (German, 1880-1930) proposed the theory of continental drift (1920), now known more properly
as plate tectonics, based in part on the distribution of fossils.

Developed
Pre-Darwinian
Post-Darwinian

Julian Huxley (English, 1887-1975) described neoDarwinism in his classic book Evolution: The Modern
Synthesis (1942). During the 1930s and 1940s, neoDarwinism gradually spread through all areas of biology
and became widely accepted, unifying genetics, systematics, paleontology, comparative morphology, and
embryology.
Theodosius Dobzhansky (Russian/ American,
1900-1975) conducted classic experiments on
evolution using Drosophila (fruit fly) populations,
highlighting breeding experiments or “artificial
selection” as an effective method of studying
natural selection.

George Gaylord Simpson (American, 1902-1984)
was the first paleontologist to apply the fossil record
to the Modern Synthesis. His 1951 illustrations of
a tooth of Gypsonictops, a Cretaceous insectivore,
are shown at right.
Ernst Mayr (German/American, 19042005) studied species, speciation, and
punctuated equilibrium. In his book Systematics and the Origin of Species (1942),
he wrote that a species is not just a group
of morphologically similar individuals, but
a group that can breed only among themselves, excluding all others.

Modern Synthesis • The union of
ideas from several biological specialties that formed a sound account
of evolutionary theory. This synthesis
has been generally accepted by most
working biologists. The Synthesis
was produced over approximately
one decade (1936–1947), stimulated
by the development of population
genetics (1918–1932). This showed
that Mendelian genetics was consistent with natural selection and
gradual evolution. The Synthesis is
still, to a large extent, the current
paradigm in evolutionary biology.

neo-Darwinism • The merger of
classical Darwinian evolution with
population genetics.

Willi Hennig (German, 1913-1976), an entomologist,
was the principle architect of the method of phylogenetic
systematics or cladistics.
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How Evolution Works
Variation

The word evolution means change. The ancient Greeks and Romans studied
fossils, compared organisms, and philosophized about how plants and animals
originated and survived. Through centuries of refinement, these ideas developed into the current biological definition of evolution as inherited change within
a lineage. Over time, these inherited changes give rise to a new species.
By the 1800s, it was generally accepted among geologists and naturalists that
the Earth was very old and that the vast diversity of species on Earth was
the product of evolution. The big question, however, was how species evolve.
There are now two widely accepted mechanisms for how species evolve: natural selection and genetic drift. Both of these processes are dependent upon
variation, both genetic and morphological.

Natural Selection
Types of Natural Selection
Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium
Genetic Drift
Evolutionary Results

diversity • The variety of species in a
sample, community, or area.

Diversity in a living population of the Bittersweet Clam (Tucetona pectinata) from Marathon, in the
Middle Florida Keys.
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Variation
Variations are inheritable differences among the individuals of a single species.
Often, with a quick glance, most individuals within a species look very similar,
however, upon closer examination, many variations can be noted. Many can be
easily observed, such as size, shape, color, texture, speed, etc. Others might
be more difficult to observe but can be very important in terms of evolution. For
example, there are often variations in the ability to produce offspring, hunting
or hiding skills, and the ability to resist heat, cold, stress, drought, disease, etc.
For variations to be acted upon by natural selection, they must be heritable;
they are often the results of genetic mutation.

heridity (adj. heritable) • The biological similarity of offspring and
parents.

mutation • A change in the nucleotide sequence of genetic material
whether by subsitution, duplication,
insertion, deletion, or inversion.

polychromism (adj. polychromic) •
Polymorphism expressed as existing
in several different colors.

variation • The differences among
individuals in a population.
Polychromism (many color forms in a single species) is shown by these Florida Coquina Clams
(Donax variabilis). Predatory shore birds recognize a coquina as food by its appearance, forming
a "search image." If some Coquinas look different, they might not match the search image of the
bird, and thus might be passed over as "not food," providing a survival advantage. In such cases,
polychromism is maintained in a population.

Variation in size,
shape, and color of
the Eastern Oyster
(Crassostrea
virginica).
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There are two main types of variation: continuous and discrete.
•

•

Continuous variation results in a spectrum of variety (for example, in shell
color, from light to dark) without clear-cut, separate categories; there are
not only light and dark varieties but also a range of hues (potentially every
hue) in between.
Discrete variation exists in a limited number of clearly separable varieties;
a good example of this is gender – most species exist in only two varieties
- male and female.

How Evolution Works
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continuous variation • Variation
measured on a continuum rather
than in discrete units or categories
(e.g., height in human beings, shell
length in bivalves).

discrete variation • Variation within
a limited number of categories (e.g.,
gender – male or female).
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Natural Selection
Charles Darwin is best known for
his 1859 publication On the Origin
of Species by Means of Natural
Selection in which he proposed
the first credible mechanism for
evolutionary change: natural selection, sometimes also called
“Darwinism.”

Evolutionary Results

Natural selection includes
six main principles:
1. Variation: All individuals
within a species are unique,
with phenotypic variations
in body, chemistry, and/or
behavior.
genotype • The genetic makeup of
an organism or group of organisms
with reference to a single trait, set of
traits, or an entire complex of traits.

natural selection • The process by
which living forms with traits that
better enable them to adapt to specific environmental pressures, e.g.,
predators, changes in climate, or
competition for food or mates, will
tend to survive and reproduce in
greater numbers than others of their
kind, thus ensuring the perpetuation
of those favorable traits in succeeding generations.

phenotype (adj. phenotypic) • The
observable physical or biochemical
characteristics of an organism, as
determined by both genetic makeup
and environmental influences; what
an organism “looks like.”

2. Heredity: Some of these
variations will be inherited
by offspring.
3. Overproduction: More offspring are produced than
can survive.
4. Limited resources: Survival and reproduction are
determined by competition
for limited resources such
as food, habitat, or mates.

This caricature of Charles Darwin by James Joseph
Jacques Tissot (1836-1902), entitled “Natural Selection,” was published by Vanity Fair magazine in
September 1871.

5. Fitness: Some individuals
(sometimes called “the fittest”) have variations (traits or features) that
give them an advantage within their environment; these individuals will
survive to reproduce and pass on those traits to their offspring.
6. Genetic composition: In subsequent generations, there will be a higher percentage of individuals that possess advantageous traits.
Therefore, the advantageous traits (that help certain individuals survive and
reproduce) are said to be “selected” or favored by natural selection and are
thus perpetuated through later generations. Over time, unsuccessful traits will
disappear, advantageous traits will become more common, and, if and when
the differences are great enough, new species will evolve.
Natural selection acts upon phenotype, not genotype. Although there can be
a large number of genetic variations (genotypes) within a population, natural
selection is only able to occur if the genetic variations result in physical, chemical, or behavioral expressions (phenotypes) in individuals.
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Some common misconceptions about natural selection are:
1. Natural selection has an inevitable result - False. An important basis
of natural selection is that variation is random and selection is natural,
without intervention or predetermination. Natural selection has no direction. It is simply the process by which random variations that give an
individual a favorable adaptation to its environment survive to be passed
on to offspring.
2. Natural selection selects against unfavorable variations - False.
Natural selection is a positive, creative force of evolutionary change,
not an executioner of the unfit. In other words, no feature or individual
is “selected against.” If a particular variation is “selected,” an individual survives and produces offspring. If that variation is not selected, (a)
the individual leaves fewer offspring, or (b) the individual is sterile and
leaves no offspring, or (c) the individual dies before reproducing.

How Evolution Works
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3. Traits that are advantageous remain advantageous - False. The traits
that are advantageous depend entirely upon the current environmental
context. So, traits that are successful in one environment might be very
detrimental in another setting or if the environment changes. Of particular concern is when the environment dramatically changes quickly (as
we are seeing today as part of climate change or “global warming”). The
advantageous traits of the previous generation can thus become the
less advantageous traits among the offspring. Dramatic environmental
changes often lead to mass extinctions, in part for this reason.
4. Variations make organisms better - False. Most variations generated by random mutation are actually detrimental and are eventually lost
through natural selection.
5. Survival of the fittest means that only the best survive - False. “Survival of the fittest” is an often misinterpreted and misused phrase, especially in political or social terms. Fitness in the Darwinian sense does not
necessarily mean long life, a hot car, and a million-dollar house. Evolutionarily, an underpaid waiter who dies at age 35 leaving five surviving
children is more "fit" than an 80-year-old millionaire with one spoiled
heir. Fitness in the Darwinian sense is defined as the relative genetic
contribution to the next generation.
6. Natural selection of advantageous traits makes the species more
complex - False. Clams and humans are both equally suited to their
environment. Although the human body is in many respects much more
complex than the body of a clam, modern clams and humans are similarly "evolved." In fact, clams have been on Earth much, much longer
than humans.
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Types of Natural Selection
Natural selection can occur with or without environmental change.
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1. In a constant environment, natural selection will keep a population stable and essentially maintain the status quo.
2. In a constant environment, if a new variation arises that is more advantageous, the new trait will be perpetuated and the species will evolve.
3. In a changing environment, natural selection will favor variations that
result in a better fitness in the new environment, resulting in adaptation
and evolution.

Directional Selection
Directional selection occurs when natural selection favors one extreme of
continuous variation. Over time, the favored extreme will become more common and the other extreme will be less common or lost.
directional selection • A type of
natural selection that removes individuals from one end of a phenotypic
distribution and thus causes a shift
in the distribution.

If thicker-shelled oysters are more resistant to breakage than thinner-shelled
oysters, crabs will be less able to prey upon them, and thicker-shelled oysters will be more likely to survive to reproduce.

stabilizing selection • A type of natural selection that removes individuals from both ends of a phenotypic
distribution, thus maintaining the
same distribution mean.

Stabilizing Selection
Stabilizing selection occurs when natural selection favors the intermediate
states of continuous variation. Over time, the intermediate states become more
common and each extreme variation will become less common or lost.
Continuing our oyster example, very light-colored or very dark-colored oysters might be more frequently preyed upon by shore birds, simply because
they are more obvious on the oyster bar; as a result, the intermediate hues
become more common.
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Disruptive or Diversifying Selection
How Evolution Works
Disruptive selection occurs when natural selection favors both extremes of
continuous variation. Over time, the two extreme variations will become more
common and the intermediate states will be less common or lost. Disruptive
selection can lead to two new species.
This might happen in shallow water among rocks. Light-colored oysters are
more cryptic (less easy for a predator to see) because they match the rock
color. Dark-colored oysters blend into the shadows cast by the rocks. In this
case, intermediate-colored oysters would be most heavily preyed upon by
the crabs, and very light and very dark oysters would survive to reproduce.

Variation
Natural Selection
Types of Natural Selection
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disruptive selection • A type of natural selection that removes individuals from the center of a phenotypic
distribution and thus causes the distribution to become bimodal.

Kin Selection
Kin selection occurs when natural selection favors a trait that benefits related
members of a group. Altruistic behaviors are a result of kin selection, and are
best illustrated by animals with complex social behaviors. Worker bees exhibit
altruistic behavior by spending their lives serving the hive while never having
an opportunity to reproduce on their own. In terms of simple fitness, the worker
bee does not reproduce and therefore the traits that allow it to be a worker
should be selected against. However, because all of the bees in the hive are
close relatives, a worker bee’s genes will be passed to the next generation
indirectly through the queen. The queen is able to produce many more related
offspring than the worker alone. As a result, servicing the queen to allow her to
reproduce a larger number of offspring results in a higher fitness for the worker
bee even though it never reproduces directly.

kin selection • A type of natural selection that involves altruistic behavior, e.g., the protection of offspring,
in which a parent acts to preserve
the gene pool of offspring at the expense of itself.

Sexual Selection
The evolutionary fitness of an organism not only depends upon its ability to survive but also its ability to reproduce. To reproduce, an individual must obtain a
mate and produce viable offspring. Natural selection favors traits that maximize
the ability of an individual to compete for and attract mates, and/or the ability to
produce offspring – this is called sexual selection.
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Sexual dimorphism. Sexual dimorphism is when males look different than
females of the species. Some of the most obvious examples involve animals that attract mates by virtue of their appearance, such as peacocks
with larger, more flamboyant tail fans. The male that is most attractive will
win the right to mate with the female. Over time, the features that most attracted the females will become more common.

Types of Natural Selection
Some freshwater pearl mussels also exhibit sexual dimorphism, but obviously not to visually attract a mate. The endangered Cumberlandian Combshell (Epioblasma brevidens) of the American midwest is a medium-sized
(to 2 inches) mussel with an oval to quadrate shell. Female shells have a
low bulge along the edge of
the shell that accommodates
the enlarged gills in which
it broods its larvae; males
lack this bulge and are more
streamlined. In this example,
females that have a larger
bulge (= larger gills) might
produce more offspring, ultimately leading to a population with females that have
larger bulges and larger gills.

Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium
Genetic Drift
Evolutionary Results

sexual selection • A type of natural
selection in which the forces determined by mate choice act to cause
one genotype to mate more frequently than another genotype.

Females of the Cumberlandian Combshell have a low
bulge along the edge of the shell that accommodates
enlarged gills for brooding larvae; males have more
streamlined shells.

•

Mating rituals and other complex behaviors. As with appearance, males
that have the most attractive mating ritual potentially win the right to mate
with the female. Birds provide the best examples of complex mating rituals,
often involving dances, vocalizations, and fluffed up feathers. Over time,
the rituals most preferred by the females will become more common.
There are no good examples of mating rituals among bivalves, but we can
look to their relative, the octopus. The Day Octopus (Octopus cyanea),
found in the South Pacific and
Indian Oceans, has an elaborate mating ritual that signals his
mating intent to the female. The
ritual involves arm waving and
skin darkening as the male approaches the female. If the male
is positively received, the female
is inseminated by the placement of spermatophores into her
oviduct through the use of his
modified arm. The female then
lays thousands of eggs inside
her lair. In this way, successful
male rituals are passed down to
offspring; males whose displays
fail to attract a mate do not proOctopus cyanea on a reef in Kona, Hawaii.
duce offspring.
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Freshwater pearl mussels have an interesting behavior of another sort related to reproduction. Female mussels brood their larvae, called glochidia,
in their gills. But these glochidia depend on an intermediate host to complete their life cycle – they must attach to the gills or fins of a fish for a period of time before they can settle and metamorphose into baby mussels.
Some female freshwater mussels have modified flaps of tissue near their
siphons – called a “lure” – that
flutters in the water to attract a
fish. When the fish draws near
the lure (thinking that it might
be something to eat), the mussel releases a cloud of glochidia,
which then attach to the fish.
Conceivably, females with lures
that are more effective in attracting fish will produce more
offspring. See more about this
specialized reproductive mode
The Wavy-Rayed Lampmussel (Lampsilis fasciola), under Life Cycles in the section
of the American Midwest, has an elaborate lure disThe Evidence for Evolution:
play.
Developmental Biology.

•

Male-male competition. In species with males that battle over rights to
mate with females, such as elephants and deer, the male that wins a fight
because he is the strongest, most dominant, or most intelligent will win the
right to mate with the female. Over time, the features that allow the males
to win (larger tusks, larger antlers, larger body size) will become more common.
We again look to the octopus for a molluscan example. Octopus males are
very aggressive when fighting over females. They are seen wrestling and
rolling around on the sea floor. In some cases, they have been observed
strangling an opponent by cutting off the flow of water to its gills.
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glochidium (pl. glochidia) • The
specialized larval form of freshwater
pearl mussels that usually has hooks
that enable it to attach itself to a host
(e.g., to the gills of a fish) for a period of time before it detaches and
falls to the bottom and takes on the
typical form of a juvenile mussel.

siphons • Posterior extensions
(usually two) of the mantle through
which water is directed in and out of
the body, along with waste products
and gametes of bivalves.

The Common Octopus, Octopus vulgaris, is found worldwide
in tropical and semitropical waters from nearshore shallows
to as deep as 200 meters (over 650 feet). It is one of the most
studied invertebrate animals.
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Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium
Evolution can be defined simply as inherited change within a lineage, however,
various mechanisms within a lineage can affect the genetic variation in a natural population.

Populations
A population (a group of interbreeding individuals and their offspring) fluctuates in population size (N) over time. The genetic variation within that population is expressed by the frequencies of the various alleles (gene variants);
these frequencies vary over time and are affected by changes in population
size. Because not all individuals in a population contribute equally to reproduction, effective population size (Ne) is usually less than the actual population
size (N), so that Ne < N.
Four factors typically regulate effective population size (Ne):

allele • An alternative form of a
gene; one of the different forms of
a gene that can exist at a single locus.

effective population size (Ne) • The
number of individuals in a popualtion that can actively contribute to
the gene pool of the next generation.

gene frequency • The number of
occurrences of an allele in a gene
pool.

gene pool • The complete set of
unique alleles in a species or population.

Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium (or
Principle or Law) • The principle
that states that when Ne = N, in the
absence of selection or mutation,
gene frequencies will acheive equilibrium after one generation.

population • A group of interbreeding individuals and their offspring.

population size (N) • The number
of individuals sharing a gene pool;
a complete set of alleles.
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1. Breeding sex ratio – If one sex is rarer than the other in the population,
it is likely that all members of that rarer sex will mate and reproduce.
Therefore, the rarer sex will dominate the gene pool and it is more likely
that genes of the rarer sex will be passed on to the next generation.
2. Population size – If the population size (N) fluctuates, effective population size (Ne) will be dominated by the smallest gene pool.
3. Breeding groups – If the population forms small groups for breeding
(e.g., prides of lions), Ne = Ng (population size of a group). Ne is influenced by how long small groups last and by the amount of migration
between groups.
4. Fertility – Individuals within population often vary in fertility; more fertile
individuals will have a greater influence on the gene pool.
In practice, Ne is difficult to measure. Ne = N when none of the four factors
listed above apply to a population. In this case, the sex ratio is 1:1, the population is of a constant large size, mating is random (no groups exist), and fertility
is approximately equal among individuals. Under these ideal conditions (when
Ne = N), after one generation (and assuming that there is no selection or mutation), the population’s gene frequencies will attain equilibrium.

The Hardy-Weinberg Equation
The above mentioned equilibrium, known as the
Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium (or Principle or
Law), states that when Ne = N, in the absence
of selection or mutation, gene frequencies will
acheive equilibrium after one generation. The term
was named after English mathematician Godfrey
Harold Hardy (1877-1947) and German physician
Wilhelm Weinberg (1862-1937), who independently and nearly simultaneously published on the principle in 1908. [It was called Hardy’s Law for a brief
time, because Weinberg had published his results
in an obscure German journal.]
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Godfrey Harold Hardy

These equilibrium values are expressed as simple functions of gene frequencies, where the frequency of the dominant allele (A) = p, the frequency of the
recessive allele (a) = q, and p + q = 100%.
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Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium

Types of Natural Selection
Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium

After one generation, gene frequences will achieve equilibrium:

Genetic Drift
p = frequency of dominant allele (A)
q = frequency of recessive allele (a)
p + q = 100%

Evolutionary Results

p2 + 2pq + q2 = (p + q)2

A

a

A

AA

Aa

a

Aa

aa

A (p)

a (q)

A (p)

AA (p2)

Aa (pq)

a (q)

Aa (pq)

aa (q2)
ploidy • The number of sets of chromosomes in a cell or organism.

p2 = frequency of dominant homozygote (AA)
2pq = frequency of heterozygote (Aa)
q2 = frequency of recessive homozygote (aa)

polyploidy (adj. polyploid) • More
than two sets of chromosomes in a
cell or organism.

Although the Hardy-Weinberg Equation in its simplest form (above) is calculated for two alleles, it is easily expanded for three or more alleles.
•

Expansion for three alleles: (p + q + r)2 = p2 + r2 + q2 + 2pq + 2pr + 2qr

•

Expansion for polyploidy = (p + q)c, where c = ploidy
e.g., tetraploidy, c = 4: (p + q)4 = p4 + q4 + 4p3q + 6p2q2 + 4pq3

AA (p2)

Aa (pq)

aA (pq)

aa (q2)

AA (p2)

AAAA
(p4)

AAAa
(p3q)

AAAa
(p3q)

AAaa
(p2q2)

Aa (pq)

AAAa
(p3q)

AAaa
(p2q2)

AAaa
(p2q2)

Aaaa
(pq3)

aA (pq)

AAAa
(p3q)

AAaa
(p2q2)

AAaa
(p2q2)

Aaaa
(pq3)

aa (q2)

AAaa
(p2q2)

Aaaa
(pq3)

Aaaa
(pq3)

aaaa
(q4)
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Using the Hardy-Weinberg Equation
How Evolution Works
Variation

The Hardy-Weinberg equation can be used to calculate gene frequencies (under Hardy-Weinberg conditions) from any one of its components.

Natural Selection
Types of Natural Selection

Example 1: In one hypothetical Zebra Mussel (Dreissena polymorpha) popu-

Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium

lation, most of the individuals have dark, zebra-striped shells (below left). However, solid light-colored shells (below right, caused by a homozygous recessive
gene, aa) occur in 1 of every 10,000 individuals.

Genetic Drift
Evolutionary Results

Problem: Calculate gene frequencies and
numbers of dominant homozygotes (AA,
at left) and recessive homozygotes (aa, at
right) in a population of 10,000 individuals.

polychromism (adj. polychromic)
• Polymorphism expressed as existing in several different colors.

Solution:
• frequency of aa = q2 = 1/10,000 = 0.0001, so q = 0.01
• number of aa = 0.0001 x 10,000 = 1 individual
• p + q = 1, so p = 0.99
• frequency of AA = p2 = 0.9801
• number of AA = 0.9801 x 10,000 = 9,801 individuals
• For extra credit: frequency of Aa = 2pq = 2 x 0.9801 x 0.01 = 0.0198 or
198 individuals

Example 2: The Coquina Clam (Donax variabilis) is highly polychromic (with
shells of many different colors). In a population of 2,000 clams, 1,920 are solid
colored, whereas the remainder has radiating color bands. Solid color occurs in
homozygous dominant (BB) and heterozygotes (Bb); color banding only occurs
in homozygous recessive individuals (bb).

Problem: Calculate gene frequencies and
numbers of BB and Bb.

Solution:
• 1,920 are solid (BB and Bb), so 80 banded are recessive (bb)
• frequency of bb = q2 = 80/2000 = 0.04, so q = 0.20
• p + q = 1, so p = 0.80
• number of BB: p2 = 0.64, so BB in population of 2,000 = 0.64 x 2,000 =
1,280 individuals
• number of Bb: 2pq [frequency of Bb] = 2 x 0.2 x 0.8 = 0.32, so Bb = 0.32
x 2,000 = 640 individuals
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Deviation from the Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium

How Evolution Works

The Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium can be used as a null hypothesis, compared
to values from a real population, to describe statistically significant deviations
from the Equilibrium. If the deivation is significant, then the gene frequencies
are changing and thus, evolution is occurring.

Variation

Example 3: In a population of Zebra Mussels (Dreissena polymorpha), 1,469
individuals have the CC form of the enzyme phosphoglucose isomerase (PGI),
an enzyme critical in the second step of glycolysis. Another 138 have the Cc
form of PGI, and another 5 individuals have the form cc of the enzyme. All of
these forms of the enzyme are fully functional.

Natural Selection
Types of Natural Selection
Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium

Genetic Drift
Evolutionary Results

Problem: Is this population in Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium?? [In other words,
the null hypothesis is that the population is at H-W equilibrium.]
Solution:
• p = frequency of dominant allele (C) = 2(CC) + 1(Cc) / 2n
= 2 x 1,469 + 138 / 2 (1,469 + 138 + 5) = 3,076 / 3,224 = 0.954
• q = 1 – p = 0.046
• For this example, HW expectations are:
• Exp(CC) = p2n = 0.9542 x 1,612 = 1,467.4
• Exp(Cc) = 2pqn = 2 x 0.954 x 0.046 x 1,612 = 141.2
• Exp(cc) = q2n = 0.0462 x 1,612 = 3.4
• determine deviation of actual from HW expectations:

•

CC

Cc

cc

O (actual)

1,469

138

5

E (H-W)

1,467.4

141.2

3.4

Deviation

1.6

-3.2

1.6

How to find significance levels:
Search your web brouser for “Table of Chi-square statistics.”

Is the deviation significant? Use Pearson’s Chi-square (χ2) test for significance:
(O – E)2 (square of deviation)
χ = ∑ ----------- for each genotype
E
2

= (1469 – 1467.4)2 + (138 – 141.2)2 + (5 – 3.4)2
1467.4
141.2
3.4
=
•
•

0.001

+

0.073

+

0.756 = 0.823

Look up 5% significance level for 1 degree of freedom = 3.84 [look up in
a table or use a significance calculator]
Because the calculated χ2 (0.823) < 3.84, the actual and expected values are not significantly different, the null hypothesis is not rejected,
and we conclude that the population is (currently) at Hardy-Weinberg
Equilibrium.
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Genetic Drift
Real populations rarely exist under the rigid conditions of the Hardy-Weinberg
Equilibrium. Instead, gene frequencies in real populations change randomly
with time through genetic drift.
There are two main mechanisms of evolution, natural selection and genetic
drift. Genetic drift occurs when the frequency of an allele changes over generations due to random chance. Evolution due to genetic drift is not caused by environmental or other kinds of stresses on individuals, and the resulting random
changes can be detrimental, neutral, or beneficial to the reproductive success
of the following generation.
The effects of genetic drift are much easier to see in small populations. Whereas the effects of genetic drift on large populations are minor compared to the
entire gene pool and are often overshadowed by natural selection, genetic drift
working in small populations can quickly result in big changes.

genetic drift • Change in the gene
pool that occurs when the frequency
of an allele changes over generations due to random chance.

phenotype (adj. phenotypic) • The
observable physical or biochemical
characteristics of an organism, as
determined by both genetic makeup
and environmental influences; what
an organism “looks like.”

Suppose you have 6 oysters, 3 dark-colored (AA genotype) and 3 mediumcolored (Aa genotype). In this population, you have a total of 9 A alleles and
3 a alleles, or 75% A and 25% a.
If all of these oysters
mate equally, the second generation will
have the same proportions of each allele
- 75% A and 25% a.
(In this example, what
the offspring oysters
look like - their phenotype - doesn’t matter.) No “evolution”
(change to the gene
pool frequencies) has
occurred.

However, if the oysters mate unequally,
due to random chance,
it is very easy to end
up with different proportions, such as 17 A
alleles and 7 a alleles
(or any other combination). Random chance
thus can result in an
inherited change (of
allele frequency) within the lineage, thus we
say that evolution has
occurred through genetic drift.
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One common example of the results of genetic drift is the Founder Effect (or
“bottleneck effect”). When a small part of a large population is removed from
the main population, this “founder population” might have a very different allele
frequency than that of the original. As the founder population reproduces in
isolation, the gene pool of the population will continue to diverge from that of
the original population.

How Evolution Works
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If you have a large oyster bed of 100 oysters, composed of 50 dark-colored
(AA) and 50 medium-colored (aA) oysters, that population has 75 A alleles
(75%) and 25 a alleles (25%). Let’s suppose that a rock slide isolates a small
group of 10 oysters in a tide pool (thus separated from the main population)
and that this group has only 6 dark-colored (AA) and 4 medium-colored
(aA) oysters. In this tide pool population, there are 16 A alleles (80%) and
4 a alleles (20%) ‒ the new gene pool is different from that of the original
population as a result of the random rock slide. As the population in the
tide pool reproduces over time, genetic drift can further change the allele
frequencies, becoming more and more different from the proportions in the
original oyster bed.

Genetic Drift
Evolutionary Results

Founder Effect • Genetic drift observed in a population that was
founded by a small non-representative sample of a larger population.
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Evolutionary Results
Although we rarely see evolution “happening,” we see its effects every day. Scientists can study these effects to learn how evolution works and how evolution
has occurred in specific cases.
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Microevolution & Macroevolution
Microevolution produces minor changes to the gene pool of a population.
These changes are caused by mutation and genetic recombination, which generates variation. These genetic variations result in different genotypes within
the population that appear as different phenotypes among the individuals. Genetic drift acts upon the genotype, whereas natural selection is only able to act
upon the phenotype.

Diversity
Coevolution

genotype (adj. genotypic) • The
genetic makeup of an organism or
group of organisms with reference
to a single trait, set of traits, or an
entire complex of traits.

gradualism • The process of gradual
evolutionary change over time.

macroevolution • Evolution happening on a large scale, i.e., at or above
the level of species, over geologic
time resulting in the formation of
new taxa.

Over time, natural selection and genetic drift result in macroevolution. Macroevolution results in large changes to a gene pool often resulting in the evolution of a new species. Macroevolution can occur very gradually over a long
period of time, called gradualism, or very quickly after a long period of stability,
called punctuated equilibrium.
During the Early Paleozoic Era, certain bivalve species developed long siphons and a muscular foot that gave them the ability to bury themselves
within the sediment, providing them with a strong advantage against predators on the surface of the seafloor. The minor genetic mutation that resulted in longer siphons is an example of microevolution. Over thousands of
generations, and many additional favorable mutations, burrowing bivalves
diversified through the process of macroevolution. You can find more information about the early evolution of bivalves on the University of Bristol’s
Fossil Record of Bivalves webpage (http://palaeo.gly.bris.ac.uk/Palaeofiles/
Fossilgroups/Bivalvia/Fossilrecord.html).

microevolution • Small-scale evolution that results in minor changes to
the gene pool of a population.

phenotype (adj. phenotypic) • The
observable physical or biochemical
characteristics of an organism, as
determined by both genetic makeup
and environmental influences; what
an organism “looks like.”

punctuated equilibrium • The evolutionary process involving long
periods without change (stasis)
punctuated by short periods of rapid
speciation.
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Short and long siphons of living bivalves. Short siphons (left column, top to bottom) are found in
the Heart Cockle (Fragum unedo), the Galeommatid Clam (Scintillona cryptozoica; the excurrent
siphon is between the orange-tipped tentacles at left), and the Coquina Clam (Donax veruinus).
Long siphons (right column, top to bottom) are found in the Pipi Clam (Donax deltoides), Razor
Clam (Solen vaginoides), and Dipper Clam (Cuspidaria latesulcata; the long siphons are encased
in the shelly “rostrum”). All of these species live in or near Moreton Bay, Queensland, Australia.
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Adaptation, Speciation, & Diversity
A species is the basic unit in the classification of life. For a species to be successful (that is, able to survive and reproduce), it must be well adapted to its
environment. Adaptation occurs over time by natural selection favoring variations that improve the species’ fitness. These adaptations can be physical,
chemical, or behavioral.
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camouflage • Structural adaptation
that enables an individual to blend
with its surroundings, and that allows an individual to avoid detection
by predators.

Camouflage and mimicry are two forms of physical adaptation. Camouflage
occurs when an individual “blends” into the environment in the eyes of a potential predator. Mimicry is present when one species has evolved to look like
another species in a way that will provide some advantage. The best-known
examples of mimicry are those in which a species mimics another that is toxic
or harmful to a potential predator, such as the nonvenomous Scarlet Kingsnake
that closely resembles the venomous Coral Snake in the color bands on its
body. Camouflage and mimicry are both adaptations because they increase the
likelihood of an individual evading predation long enough to reproduce.
Bivalves also provide good examples of camouflage and mimicry. The spines
on the shells of Spiny Oysters (family Spondylidae) provide crevices in which
algae, sponges, and other epibionts can settle and grow to cover and camouflage the shell. With time, this growth helps the Spiny Oyster to “disappear” on
the surface of the reef, lowering the threat of predation from top-level predators
such as fish. Octopuses and squid (both cephalopods, and close relatives of
bivalves) are the “camouflage champions” of the mollusk world, able to change
the color and texture of their soft bodies to blend into their surroundings.

epibiont • An organism that lives on
the surface of another living organism.

fitness • The relative probability
of survival and reproduction for a
genotype.

fouling community • Community of
organisms found attached to hard
substrata, most usually humanmade, e.g., on the sides of docks,
marinas, harbors, or vessels.

mimicry • A phenomenon in which
an individual gains some sort of
survival advantage by looking like
an individual of another (ofen more
harmful) species.

A living Thorny Oyster (Spondylus varians, left) shows a thick cover of epibionts – mainly sponges
and algae – that help it blend into its surroundings to avoid predation. When closed, this oyster is
barely noticeable on the rock. The Thorny Oyster shell at right (Spondylus regius) probably looked
much like the encrusted Spondylus varians before it was cleaned (a laborious process, as many
shell collectors know). The spines are an adaptation that provides added surface for the attachment of a fouling community.

Females of the freshwater pearl mussel called the Orange-Nacre Mucket (Hamiota perovalis) have evolved
a marvelous example of mimicry that works to their
reproductive advantage. Freshwater pearl mussel larvae, called glochidia, must attach to the gills or fins
of a fish to successfully metamorphose. The female
Orange-Nacre Mucket produces a discrete mass of
larvae, called a superconglutinate, that resembles a
small fish in shape and coloration. After release from
the female mussel, the mass of larvae looks just like
a small fish darting about in the current of the stream
(very similar to the complex behavior of mantle lures
of other freshwater mussels). The fish-like supercon-

species • A group of organisms formally recognized as distinct from
other groups; the taxon rank in the
hierarchy of biological classification
below genus; the basic unit of biological classification, defined by the
reproductive isolation of the group
from all other groups of organisms.

The Orange-Nacre Mucket
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glutinate attracts a predatory fish that is interested in eating the “small fish.”
When the predatory fish attacks, the mass disintegrates, releasing the larvae
to attach to the fish.
Scientists at Missouri State University have produced a video of the Hamiota superconglutinate in action, which can be viewed online at http://unionid.
missouristate.edu/gallery/L_perovalis/lampsilis_perovalis_movie.htm.
Over a long period of time, natural selection is able to utilize many variations
and evolve new species in the process of speciation. All species have evolved
from earlier forms of life. Earth’s great diversity of life is the result of 3.8 billion
years of natural selection favoring advantageous variations, some of which
ultimately lead to new species. Genetic drift also plays a part in speciation, but
due to its randomness, it is very difficult to identify specific instances.
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There are four broad categories of speciation:

Diversity

1. Allopatric speciation occurs when a population is split into two geographically isolated populations. Each population is then exposed to different selective pressures that result in genotypic and phenotypic changes.
Over time, the populations develop into two different species and if they
ever come into contact again, they would be unable to reproduce.
Allopatric speciation could occur if a population of freshwater mussels is
cut in half by the construction of a dam. The mussels upstream would be
isolated in the newly formed lake and the mussels downstream would be
isolated in the remaining river. Assuming that both populations could survive
the new living conditions, the populations will evolve separately and eventually become two distinct species. The mussels in the lake would adapt to
the slower moving, deeper water. The mussels in the river would remain
adapted to the faster moving, shallow water, more similar to the original
conditions of the population.
Hoover Dam, on the ArizonaNevada border in the southwestern
United States, impounded the Colorado River to create Lake Mead.
The average depth of the Colorado
River is 20 feet (6 meters), whereas Lake Mead is at its greatest 500
feet (> 150 meters) deep. Such a
change in water depth and conditions, inflicted on a split population
of freshwater mussels, could be a
powerful force for adaptation leading to speciation.

Coevolution

glochidium (pl. glochidia) • A specialized larval form of freshwater
pearl mussels that usually has hooks
that enable it to attach itself to a host
(e.g., to the gills of a fish) for a period of time before it detaches and
falls to the bottom and takes on the
typical form of a juvenile mussel.

speciation • The process in which
one species evolves over time into
a different species (anagenesis) or
in which one species diverges to become two or more species (cladogenesis); see also allopatric speciation,
parapatric speciation, peripatric
speciation, sympatric speciation.

2. Peripatric speciation occurs when a single population is physically split
into two isolated populations (= allopatric speciation), but the term peripatric
speciation is used when one population is much smaller than the other.
Peripatric speciation could occur if a few members of a clam population get
swept ashore during a hurricane and become isolated in a brackish lake. Assuming that the clams in the lake can survive the brackish-water conditions,
the population in the ocean and the new population in the lake will then
evolve separately and eventually become two distinct species.
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3. Parapatric speciation occurs when a population is in the process of
splitting, due to some non-physical factor (such as a change in physiology or ecology), but continue to overlap. Each part of the population has
its own ecological niche. The diverging members might occasionally come
into contact but their offspring are not well suited for either niche. Over time,
the populations develop into two different species, each suited for their own
niche, and eventually they will lose the ability to reproduce with each other.
Vesicomyid clams (family Vesicomyidae) are dominant organisms in chemosynthetic-based deep-sea communities, such as methane or cold seeps
and hydrothermal vents. In a recent study involving molecular and morphometric analyses[1], five lineages (including three undescribed species) were
identified. All five species are broadcast spawners (adults release eggs and
sperm freely into the water where fertilization occurs), but are nevertheless
now segregated by depth,
suggesting that the species
diverged and are maintained
by bathymetric (depth) and
substratum factors exerted
on the larvae rather than on
the adults. This might be an
example of perapatric speciation - the gametes of the five
species can commingle in the
water column, but “hybrid”
larvae might not be as well
adapted to the niches of the
“pure” larvae.
Vesicomyid clams on the Bucky Hydrothermal Vent
Field, East Pacific Rise, 2,493 meters depth (> 14,000
feet), ALVIN submersible dive 3934. Each of these impressive clams is 20-30 centimeters (8-12 inches) in
length.

4. Sympatric speciation occurs when a single population diverges into two
while inhabiting the same physical space. This usually occurs as a result of
sexual selection.
Sympatric speciation might occur
if, within one population of octopuses, some females favor large
aggressive males whereas other
females favor smaller more colorful males. Over a very long time,
the two preferences could result in
divergence and two new species –
one large and agressive, the other
small and colorful.
The small colorful octopus, Octopus rubescens, from off of Washington State, USA.

[1] Goffredi, S. K., L. A. Hurtado, S. Hallam, & R. C. Vrijenhoek. 2003. Evolutionary relationships of deep-sea vent and cold seem
clams (Mollusca: Vesicomyidae) of the “pacifica/lepta” species complex. Marine Biology, 142: 311-320.
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Coevolution
Coevolution occurs when two species evolve together, that is, when variations
in one species lead to change in another species with which it interacts.
•

Symbiosis is a close and long-term interaction between two different species.
(a) Mutualism occurs when both species benefit from the interaction.
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In the Red Sea, Date Mussels (Lithophaga simplex) are bivalves that live
inside the Porous Star Coral (Astreopora myriophthalma) [1]. The mussels
are completely encased by the skeleton of the coral with only the ends of
their siphons reaching the surrounding seawater through a
small hole. Researchers have
discovered that the relationship
is mutualistic with the bivalve
gaining protection against
predators and the coral receiving the ammonium produced
as a by-product of the mussel’s metabolism. Ammonium
is a rich source of nitrogen that
is important for the survival of
the coral colony.
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coevolution • Two or more unrelated species with a close ecological relationship that evolve together,
such that one species adapts to the
changes of the other, thereby affecting each other’s evolution.

The Date Mussel, Lithophaga.

(b) Commensalism occurs when one species benefits and the other is unaffected.
Yoyo clams (family Galeommatidae) are tiny bivalves that live in the mud burrows of mantis shrimps on sand flats
in eastern Florida [2]. The clams
benefit from the protection offered
by the burrow, and have evolved
very fragile, often internal, shells
presumably because they no longer need robust shells to ward off
predators. They also benefit from
the feeding activities of the predatory shrimp, filtering small bits of
fish and other food scraps from the
water inside the burrow. The mantis shrimp is not affected by the
presence of the small bivalves, and
does not feed on them.

commensalism • A type of symbiosis
in which two (or more) individuals
of unrelated species live in close
proximity to one another, in which
one member is unaffected by the
relationship and the other benefits
from it.

mutualism • An interaction between
members of two species which benefits both; in strict terms, obligatory
mutualism occurs when neither species can survive under natural conditions without the other.

symbiosis • A long relationship between two different species; see also
mutualism, commensalism, parasitism.

Yoyo clams (family Galeommatidae).

[1] Mokady, O., Y. Loya, & B. Lazar. 1998. Ammonium contribution from boring bivalves to their coral host — a mutualistic symbiosis? Marine Ecology Progress Series, 169: 295-301.
[2] Mikkelsen, P. M., & R. Bieler. 1989. Biology and comparative anatomy of Divariscintilla yoyo and D. troglodytes, two new species of Gelaommatidae (Bivalvia) from stomatopod burrows in eastern Florida. Malacologia, 31(1): 175-195.
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(c) Parasitism occurs when one species benefits and the other is harmed
in some way.

How Evolution Works

Inoceramids are an ancient family of extinct bivalves similar to living pearl
oysters. They were massive organisms and are often called the “the pearl
oysters of the Age of Dinosaurs.” What caused their extinction at the end of
the Mesozoic probably involves many factors, but researchers have found
evidence of shell deformities becoming very common just before the group
disappeared from the fossil record [1].
Some of the shell deformities look like
small bubbles inside the shell and could
have been formed if the oyster was releasing calcium carbonate to battle parasitic worms. The worms would have
received nutrients from feeding on the
inoceramid’s waste but the inoceramid
would have died and as a result the
whole group became extinct.
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parasitism • A form of symbiosis in
which one organism (the parasite)
benefits at the expense of another
organism of different species (the
host). The association can also lead
to the injury of the host.

This huge specimen of Platyceramus platinus
is on display at the Denver Museum of Nature
and Science in Denver, Colorado.

•

Competition occurs when two species are coevolving in the same territory
or needing the same resources. Competition of this kind can lead to extinction of the lesser-competitive species.
Invasive species, such as Zebra Mussels (Dreissena polymorpha), are perhaps the best examples of bivalve competitors. Zebra Mussels (native to
southeastern Russia, and introduced into the American Great Lakes in 1988
from the discharge of ballast water from cargo ships) compete with native
freshwater pearl mussels for food (organic particles filtered from the water)
and living space. Zebra Mussels can also
smother freshwater
pearl mussels by attaching to their shells,
preventing them from
opening properly to
feed and reproduce.

Introduced Zebra Mussels crowd onto the exposed end of a native freshwater pearl mussel, preventing it from opening to feed
and respire, and ultimately smothering it.

[1] Ozanne, C. R., & P. J. Harries. 2002. Role of predation and parasitism in the extinction of the inoceramid bivalves: an evaluation. Lethaia, 35(1): 1–19.
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A predator-prey “arms race” results from co-evolution between a predator and
its prey. As the prey species evolves more sophisticated adaptations to evade
its predator, the predator in turn has to evolve more sophisticated adaptations
to capture the prey.
Early in their evolutionary history, bivalves were epibenthic, living on the
surface or only shallowly buried in the seafloor. With the appearance of
more predators in the Mesozoic Era, bivalves evolved siphons, which allowed them to bury deeper in the sand or mud, using their siphons as a
“snorkel” to the food- and oxygen-laden water. As predators later evolved
the ability to burrow, bivalves developed longer siphons to bury deeper in
the mud.
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epibenthic • Living on the surface of
the sediment, most usually at the bottom of a body of water.
The Soft-Shelled Clam (Mya arenaria, at left) with
its long, extended siphons. Only the tips of the siphons show at the mud surface - like those shown
above of the Caribbean Reef Clam (Periglypta listeri).

siphons (adj. siphonal) • Posterior
extensions (usually two) of the mantle through which water is directed in
and out of the body, along with waste
products and gametes of bivalves.
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The Evidence for

The modern biological definition of evolution is inherited change within a lineage. There is extensive evidence, provided by all fields of biological study
that evolution has and is still occurring. The evidence is all around us, if we
choose to look for it. Diversity, complexity, and adaptation are three observable
phenomena that, when viewed together and within context of Earth’s history,
provide powerful evidence of evolution.
In the following sections, each biological field is introduced along with the main
tools that researchers in that field use in studying evolution. Then some of the
associated evidence for bivalve evolution is discussed in terms of diversity,
complexity, and adaptation. Each biological field is discussed independently,
however in reality, these fields are not isolated. For example, paleontology is
a field of its own, but paleontologists use information from many other fields of
biology to fully understand the fossil record. The evidence provided by fossils
of the Cambrian Period is all the more powerful when understood within the additional context of the morphological evidence and ecology of the time period,
etc.

Evolution
Diversity, Complexity, &
Adaptation
Paleontology
Ecology
Anatomy
Developmental Biology
Genetics & Molecular
Biology
Evolutionary Biology
Methods Used in Studying
Evolution

biodiversity • The variety and variability among living organisms and
the ecological complexes in which
they occur.

Diversity, Complexity, & Adaptation
Diversity
Biological diversity or biodiversity is the collection of all the differences among
life forms within an ecosystem. When organisms are significantly different from
one another, they are considered different species, so it is often easiest to discuss biodiversity in terms of species numbers (also called species richness).
For instance, a coral reef supports much more biodiversity than a fish tank,
because the coral reef can easily have hundreds of species within the same
volume as a fish tank with
only a few species. The
coral reef is also more
“biodiverse” ecologically
‒ sand, hard coral, rock,
algae, seagrass, and
soft coral (gorgonians)
are often all found within
a very small area on a
coral reef. Each of these
substrata or niches has
its own habitat specialists
occupying it.

niche • The specific ecological role
that an organism inhabits.

species richness • The total number
of species, or biodiversity, in a given
geographical area.
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New species are being discovered by researchers every day and therefore
our understanding of Earth’s biodiversity is continually increasing. There are
approximately 25,000 living species of bivalves plus at least as many extinct
species, each distinct from the others. To fully understand the biodiversity of
bivalves evolutionarily, both the living and extinct species must be considered.

Adaptation
Paleontology
Ecology
Anatomy
Developmental Biology
Genetics & Molecular
Biology

Living Neotrigonia lamarcki (above), from
Moreton Bay, Australia, is a living relic − a
member of a now-small genus at the recent
end of a large group that flourished in the Cretaceous Period. At right is Pterotrigonia thoracica from the Cretaceous of Coon Creek,
Tennessee (also the state fossil of Tennessee). To fully understand this group, both living and fossil species must be studied.

Evolutionary Biology
Methods Used in Studying
Evolution

complexity • How the vast and varied
components of an organism (genes,
molecules, cells, organs) function together to create life, behaviors, species interactions, ecosystems, etc.

intelligent design • The assertion
or belief that physical and biological systems observed in the universe
result from purposeful design by an
intelligent being rather than from
chance or undirected natural processes.

Other types of biodiversity include trophic diversity (the range of how organisms feed in different ways and/or on different prey), and genetic diversity (the
range of genetic variance within a species, that produces, for example, different
color forms or subspecies).

Complexity
Close examination of even the simplest organism often reveals great complexity in its anatomy, chemistry, and/or behavior. The complexity of an organism
must be understood within (and can often provide clues to) the species’ evolutionary history.
It is often difficult to understand how complex traits evolved. Researchers must
spend enormous efforts using all of their available tools (such as the fossil record, genetic analysis, comparative anatomy, etc.) to understand how complexity evolved through the small favorable steps of natural selection.
Creationists, and those promoting intelligent design, often capitalize upon the
difficulty of understanding biological complexity and suggest that complexity is
evidence for an intelligent designer. However, given enough time and scientific testing, researchers have been able to show how many complex systems
evolved through small advantageous steps over long periods of time. There
are still numerous complex systems and structures that have not yet been fully
explained, however, this is only due to research not yet completed or to evidence not yet analyzed. Researchers are continuously finding new fossils, discovering new genetic relationships, and understanding additional relationships.
Therefore, given sufficient time, more complex systems will be understood.
Absence of evidence does not prove anything; a lack of information is not a
valid argument against the principles of evolution or for any other theory. A lack
of information is merely a signal that more research needs to be done.
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This externally simple Nut Clam (at right) reveals
complex anatomy internally (below).
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adaptation • The evolutionary process through which a population
becomes better suited to its environment over many generations of natural selection.

adaptive trait • A heritable feature
of an individual’s phenotype that
improves its chances of survival and
reproduction in the existing environment.

Adaptation
Adaptation is the evolutionary process through which a population becomes
better suited to its environment over many generations of natural selection. Adaptations can involve anatomy, chemistry, and/or behavior. The word adaptation is often misused to describe the physical features of a species which result
from the process; however, it is more accurate to call the process adaptation
and the features adaptive traits. For example, the hard shell of a clam is an
adaptive trait which evolved through the process of adaptation to survive predation, dessication, etc.
Adaptation in a genus or family can be understood by following an adaptive
trait, in progressive steps, through the fossil record, Adaptive traits are responsible for a large proportion of the biodiversity and complexity of the species on
Earth.
Teacher-Friendly Guide to Evolution
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Paleontology
Paleontology is the study of prehistoric life, including the evolution and extinction of species and their associated environments. Paleontologists unite the
fields of biology and geology and rely most often upon fossils and the fossil
record for their studies.
Fossils are objects found in the strata of the Earth that are recognizable as the
remains of organisms. There are many different types of fossils.
1. Body fossils are remains of the hard
parts of an organism such as bones,
teeth, claws, shells, or seeds. The
soft parts are usually eaten or decay
before they can fossilize.

►

Biology
Evolutionary Biology
Methods Used in Studying
Evolution

fossil • The recognizable remains
of past life on Earth, e.g., bones,
shells, or leaves, or the traces of
such life, e.g., tracks, burrows, or
impressions.

2. Compression fossils are flattened soft
parts such as leaves, feathers, or insects (not shown).

3. Mold fossils are organism-shaped
holes or depressions in rock where
the body has decayed but the impression remains.

►

paleontology • The study of life in
past geologic time.

4. Cast fossils form when mold fossils
are later filled with minerals that fossilize.

►

5. Trace fossils are the fossilized remains of the activity of organisms,
such as footprints, burrows, eggs, or
coprolites (fossilized feces).

►

6. Unaltered fossils are the remains of
the whole organism preserved without decomposition. This can occur in
ice, acidic peat bogs, or resin such as
amber.

►

7. Chemical fossils are organic molecules that result from the presence of
life, such as fossil fuels (not shown).
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Fossilization is the process of a living organism becoming a fossil. Unfortunately, the series of events for fossilization to successfully occur is rare and
only a tiny fraction of the organisms that have ever lived have become fossils.

The Evidence for
Evolution

1. When the organism dies, it must be quickly covered by sediment to stop
decomposition.
2. The sediment layers are slowly compacted and water is eliminated.

Diversity, Complexity, &
Adaptation
Paleontology

3. The layers are cemented into sedimentary rock.

Ecology

4. The organic remains are slowly replaced by hard minerals.

Anatomy
Developmental Biology

The fossil record is the sequence of fossils as they appear in the geologic
strata (layers). By dating the strata, the approximate age of the fossils can be
determined. The fossil record preserves the fossils in the order in which they
appeared on Earth, providing direct visual evidence of evolution. The strata appear in descending order, thus the deepest strata are the oldest (relative to the
present, or the earliest/youngest relative to Earth’s history).
Due to the complexity of the fossilization process, the more prevalent the species and the longer that it survived, the more likely that it will be represented
in the fossil record. Some short-lived species or transitory forms might have
never been fossilized and are therefore missing from the fossil record. Their
existence however, can be deduced by the fossils of their predecessors and
descendants.

Bivalve Evolution
Because bivalves have hard shells, their fossil record is extensive and is presumed to be more complete than those of most other invertebrates. A geological time scale of Earth’s history (see following pages) shows major corresponding events in the bivalve fossil record. Bivalve diversity has varied, from era to
era, depending on climate, ice ages, and sea levels, punctuated by periodic
mass extinctions (the most serious of which ended the Permian Period with the
loss of nearly 60% of then-living bivalves).
Bivalves evolved in the Precambrian, but we have no physical evidence from
that time period. The very first bivalves that we find in the fossil record are tiny,
but fully-formed bivalves, complete with two shells, a hinge, a ligament and
ligament

hinge teeth
posterior
adductor
muscle
scar

Genetics & Molecular
Biology
Evolutionary Biology
Methods Used in Studying
Evolution

adductor muscle • One of usually two large muscles (one anterior, one posterior) that contract
to close the shell of a bivalve and
maintain it in that condition; the
positions of these muscles is usually clearly marked on the shell interior as adductor muscle scars or
impressions.

fossil record • The recognizable
remains of past life on Earth, e.g.,
bones, shells, or leaves, or the traces
of such life, e.g., tracks, burrows, or
impressions.

fossilization • Process by which an
organism becomes preserved in layers of the Earth, usually involving
burial and/or lithification.

hinge • Collective term for the dorsal border of the articulated valves,
including the ligament, hinge teeth,
and other structures that function to
permanently unite the two valves.

anterior
adductor
muscle
scar

ligament • Elastic uncalcified
structure that connects the two bivalve shells at the hinge line and
functions as a spring to open the
valves when the adductor muscles
relax.
pallial
sinus
pallial line
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adductor muscle scars. So the Cambrian bivalve is already a well-developed
bivalve, and we really don’t know what a “pre-bivalve” ancestor looked like.

The Evidence for
Evolution

Two major radiations populated bivalve diversity. The first, in the Ordovician,
followed (and contributed to) a major physical change in the sea floor – the
“Cambrian Substrate Revolution” – converting relatively static microbial mats
to dynamic soft sediment riddled with burrowing worms and other bioturbators. Bivalves responded by evolving a burrowing foot, a gill specialized for
filter feeding, and, for those species who remained unburied, byssal threads
for attachment to hard surfaces. As a result, by the end of the Ordovician, most
of the modern taxonomic groups of bivalves were present, as were nearly all
of the ecological types (burrowers, cementers, byssal attachers, etc.) that we
recognize today.
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Era
Cenozoic

Biology

Period

Age (Ma) Events in Bivalve Evolution

Neogene

23-today

Marine bivalve communities are
relatively stable. Many species,
from as early as the Miocene Epoch (early Neogene), survive to
the present.

Paleogene

65-23

“Hothouse Earth”
The Eocene Epoch, in the mid-Paleogene (56-34 Ma), is very different from the modern world. Globally, it is a very warm “hothouse”
world ‒ the air temperature difference from the pole to the equator
is only half of today’s and the deep
ocean currents are exceptionally
warm. Tropical climates extend
as far north as Maine and Hokkaido, Japan. There are no polar
ice caps, India is free-floating, and
Eurasia is all askew, but the modern continents are recognizable.
Heart cockles (family Cardiidae),
now largely restricted to the tropics, live in what is now Antarctica.

Cretaceous

145-65

Rudists are major reef-builders
during the Cretaceous Period, especially in the Tethys Sea, an ancient ocean more or less where the
Indian Ocean is today. Rudists go
extinct during the mass extinction
that defines the Cretaceous-Paleogene boundary (formerly called
the K-T Mass Extinction).

Jurassic

199-145

Mesozoic Marine Revolution
New predators ‒ starfish, crabs,
and carnivorous snails ‒ force bivalves to evolve new ways to avoid
being eaten. Innovations include
shell spines to deter handling by
predators and siphons to allow
burrowing deep below the sediment surface.

Triassic

250-199

End-Permian Mass Extinction
opens up many new niches following the largest recorded extinction
in Earth’s history.

Evolutionary Biology
Methods Used in Studying
Evolution

Fossil Disk Clam
Dosinia concentricus

bioturbator • An organism that disturbs sediments by burrowing or
feeding.

Geological Time Scale of
Bivalve Evolution. Bivalves
have been on Earth as long
as almost any other fossils.
Read the chart from bottom
(oldest) to top (youngest) for
a chronological history of the
evolution of bivalves. “Ma”
means millions of years ago.

Mesozoic

►

Rudist bivalves

Living clam with siphons
Capsella variegata
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Paleozoic

Permian

Carboniferous

299-250

359-299

Living freshwater mussel
Alasmidonta raveneliana

416-359

The Devonian sees a continued
warm climate worldwide, and high
sea levels.

Silurian

443-416

The Silurian is a period of stabilization of the Earth’s climate, melting
glaciers, and rising sea levels on
a worldwide scale. Coral reefs first
appear, as do the first fishes with
jaws.

Ordovician

488-443

Living Zebra Mussel
with byssus
Dreissena polymorpha

Cambrian

Neoproterozoic
(“Precambrian”)

?

The Carboniferous is named for
its coal deposits. Global temperatures are cooler, glaciers are plentiful, and sea levels are low. The
first freshwater bivalves date from
this period.

Devonian

Devonian Scallop
Aviculopecten lautus

Fordilla troyensis, from
the Early Cambrian of
New York State, is the
earliest known bivalve,
approximately 550 million years old.

Bivalves and other kinds of mollusks are very diverse in the Permian, but the period ends with the
largest recorded mass extinction
in Earth’s history, driving 96% of
all marine species and 59% of all
bivalve genera into extinction.

542-488

Cambrian Substrate Revolution
Bioturbators ‒ especially trilobites
and worms ‒ dug into the sediment
during the Cambrian and over time
destroyed the microbial mats upon
which early bivalves depended. By
the Ordovician, bivalves are larger
and more diverse. Innovations include the filter-feeding gill, the burrowing foot, and the byssus.
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pallial sinus • An embayment in
the posterior part of the pallial
line that indicates the attachment
of siphonal retractor muscles and
demarcates that part of the mantle
cavity into which the siphons can
retract in bivalves.

The Earliest Known Bivalves
The earliest known bivalves are
fully formed, with shells, hinges,
and adductor muscles. Cambrian
bivalves are marine, tiny, and live
just at the sediment surface. The
two earliest species, Pojetaia and
Fordilla, crawl and feed on microbial mats, similar to today’s protobranch nut clams (Nucula).

1000-542 Bivalves Evolve!

The earliest forms of multicellular
life on Earth that still exist as fossils
are from the Ediacarian Period, immediately preceding the Cambrian.
Bivalves must have evolved during
this time, but we do not (yet) have
any physical evidence of them.

The second major radiation accompanied the “Mesozoic Marine Revolution” –
an arms race that followed the great end-Permian Mass Extinction that opened
up many niches for new occupants. The appearance of many new types of
predators – most especially starfish, crabs, and carnivorous snails – forced bivalves to develop new ways to avoid being eaten. The result was bivalves with
elaborate surface sculpture (spines and ridges) or long siphons to allow them
to hide, buried below the surface of the sea floor. Long siphons can be inferred
from fossils through the presence of a pallial sinus on the inside of the shell;
this is the chamber into which a clam retracts its siphons, so any bivalve that
has a pallial sinus marked on its shell must have had siphons. We can read this
and many other aspects of ecology and anatomy from fossil bivalves.
Teacher-Friendly Guide to Evolution
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Ecology
Ecology is the study of the distribution, abundance, and relationships of organisms to other organisms and the environment. Ecologists are able to directly
observe the diversity, complexity, and adaptation of living organisms and their
habitats through field studies.

Paleontology

Feeding

Ecology

Most bivalves are filter feeders of phytoplankton and zooplankton, and have
a number of adaptive traits to maximize their ability to capture food. Most bivalves have cilia on their gills, which capture, sort, and transport food particles.
Some have large siphons to allow them to continue feeding while buried in
the sand, and others have muscular pumps to take in water and food. Most
bivalves filter plankton suspended in the
water and are thus called suspension
feeders. Alternatively, some use their siphons or other body parts to disturb the
surface of the sediment, then filter the organic material that is stirred up; these are
called deposit feeders. A few bivalves
have symbiotic algae in their tissues that
provide energy through photosynthesis
or chemosynthesis; another few species
are active predators on other animals.

Anatomy
Developmental Biology
Genetics & Molecular
Biology
Evolutionary Biology
Methods Used in Studying
Evolution

ecology • The relationships of living things to one another and their
environment, or the study of such
relationships.

deposit feeding • Feeding type of
some bivalves during which organic particles are harvested (by either
the siphons or palps) from the surface or near-surface sediments.

phytoplankton • Freely floating
photosynthetic organisms in the
oceans.

suspension feeding • Feeding type
of most bivalves during which organic particles are harvested from
the water column.

Planktonic organisms, like this copepod larva,
form the bulk of almost every bivalve’s diet.

Avoiding Predation
Most bivalves, as filter feeders, are low on the food web and have a large number of predators ‒ including starfish,
snails, octopus, fish, birds, otters, raccoons, and humans ‒ actively seeking
them as a tasty meal. Bivalves have a
number of adaptive traits to help protect
them from predators. Most can clamp
shut fairly tightly using strong internal
muscles. Some bury in the sand to
hide, or have thick shells that resist being cracked open, or spines or irregular shell margins to prevent a predator
from prying them open.

zooplankton • Freely floating animals in the oceans, including protozoans, small crustaceans, and the
larval stages of larger organisms.

The Cockscomb Oyster (Lopha cristagalli),
on a reef in Micronesia, has a jagged shell
margin that aids in preventing predation. The
shell is naturally deep purple; the red external
color here is a coating of living sponge.

Habitat
Bivalves are a very diverse and adaptive class and have been able to populate
most of the Earth’s aquatic habitats. Bivalve habitats range from shallow to
deep water and include freshwater to estuarine to oceanic environments. Bivalves are also commonly found among seagrass, and mangrove roots, in the
mud and sand, and attached to seawalls and rock.
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Mangrove roots are an important habitat for many
marine organisms, including bivalves.
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Mode of Life

Developmental Biology

Mode of life is a general term for how an organism lives. This can include habitat and reproduction, but most often refers to where bivalves are found in their
environment. Most bivalves are benthic,
that is, live on the sea or lake bottom. Unlike other mollusks (such as snails or squid),
there are no bivalves that are holoplanktonic, that is, living their entire life span in
the plankton (although most bivalves have
planktonic larvae). Benthic lifestyles include
infaunal (burrowing into the sand), and epifaunal (living above the sand, for example,
oysters cementing to rock, and mussels attaching to rocks or seagrass blades with
byssal threads or thin silky fibers). Because
of their planktonic larvae, bivalves (especially oysters and mussels) are often important
parts of very large fouling communities on
the hard surfaces of boats, seawalls, docks,
power plants, etc.

A fouling community of Zebra Mussels
on a current meter from Lake Michigan
in 1999.

Symbiosis
Most bivalves are free-living or not directly dependent upon another organism
for survival. However, some species depend upon mutualistic, commensal, or
even parasitic relationships with other organisms for survival. See the section
How Evolution Works: Coevolution for examples.

Genetics & Molecular
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Evolutionary Biology
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Evolution

epifaunal • Living on top of the
sediment, i.e., unburied; also called
epibenthic.

fouling community • Community
of organisms found attached to hard
substrata, most usually humanmade, e.g., on the sides of docks,
marinas, harbors, or vessels.

free-living • Living independently
of another organism; not part of a
parasitic or symbiotic relationship;
or moving independently, i.e., not
sessile.

holoplanktonic • Living as plankton through all stages of a life
cycle.

infaunal • Living buried within
sediment.
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Anatomy
Anatomy is the scientific study of the structure of living things. It includes gross
anatomy, the study of anatomical organs and their arrangements (usually without the use of high magnification), and microscopic anatomy, the study of
minute structures with the assistance of a magnifying device (such as a microscope). The latter includes histology, the microscopic study of the structure
of tissues. The study and comparison of similar structures among species is
called comparative anatomy. Comparative anatomical studies can provide
extensive evidence for evolution and the relationships between species.
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Homologous & Analogous Traits
Anatomists especially look for homologous traits, that is, those that are similar among species because they were inherited from a common ancestor. For
example, the arm of a human, the forelimb of a giraffe, and the wing of a bat
are homologous. Even though the wing has a very different function, all three
limbs have a very similar bone, muscle, and nerve structure. The limbs were
adapted for different needs through natural selection from the limb of the common ancestor of all three of these mammals.

analogous • Having similar function, although different in structure
and origin.

anatomy • The science concerned
with the shape, structure and the
relationship of parts of organisms;
also called morphology.

comparative anatomy • The comparative study of the structure of
organisms with regard to homologous organs or parts.

gross anatomy • Anatomy of organs and their arrangements, usually studied without the use of high
magnification.

histology • The study of cells and
tissues on the microscopic level.

homologous • Having the same
structure and origin, although current function might differ.

Skeletons of a flying fox, giraffe, and human clearly show similar bones, indicating descent from
a common ancestor.

Analogous traits do not look superficially different from homologous traits, but
are very different in origin. Such traits have a similar function but evolved independently from different sources (different common ancestors), which we only
know by understanding the evolution of a group (through phylogenetic analysis
and/or the fossil record). For example, Blue Mussels (family Mytilidae) and Zebra Mussels (family Dreissenidae) are each “mussel shaped” (called mytiliform)
which allows crowding of many individuals into a small space, each attached by
elastic byssal threads. However, their phylogenetic tree shows us that the two
families are only distantly related, therefore the trait “mussel-shaped shell” is
analogous, not homologous. See also convergence (discussed below).

microscopic anatomy
•
The
branch of anatomy in which the
structure of cells, tissues, and organs is studied with a light or electron microscope.
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Blue Mussels (Mytilus, at left) and Zebra Mussels (Dreissena, at right) are distantly related (far
apart on the cladogram below), although both have mytiliform (mussel-shaped) shells, acquired
independently due to similar life habits (crowding together on a hard surface).
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cladogram • A tree diagram depicting patterns of shared characteristics and relationships of
organisms, generated through phylogenetic analysis.

phylogenetic analysis • Analytical
method used to find a hypothesis
of relationships among species, by
coding the various states of homologous characters; also called
cladistics.

We can see clues to analogy (nonhomology) in anatomy ‒ analogous structures are sometimes built of different parts. The wing of a bat and the wing of a
bird are analogous ‒ both allow the animal to fly ‒ but are built of very different
bones.

This classic illustration, published by John Romanes in 1892,
shows the wings of a bat (top) and a bird (bottom). The bones
in the limb of each are homologous, but the wing as a whole
is not. Notice that the most distal part of each wing is made
up of different bone, suggesting a different evolutionary pathway.
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The molluscan bivalved shell is another good example ‒ bivalves have a twopart shell, but so do certain gastropods (snails) of the seaslug family Juliidae.
We know from developmental studies (and the larval shells that remain attached to adult molluscan shells) that the bivalve larva begins life already with
a two-part shell, whereas the seaslug begins life with a single, spiral shell that
later splits and grows two parts.
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Looking closely at the seaslug Berthelinia
reveals a head. These and other features
show that Berthelinia is a gastropod, not a
bivalve, and that the two-valved shell is the
result of convergent evolution.
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Comparative Anatomy
convergence • Evolutionary change
in two or more unrelated organisms
that results in the independent acquisition of similar traits.

If an unusual-looking oyster is discovered, researchers will most likely conduct
an anatomical study to determine whether it is simply an unusual variant of a
known species or if it should be considered a new species. If the anatomy of
the new oyster is essentially identical to a known species, it could be considered a member of that species. If the anatomy is structurally different, it could
be considered a new species. How different the anatomy must be for a variant
to be considered a new species is different for different groups of organisms.
Of course, other factors, such as habitat and molecular sequences, also contribute to the final decision.
The importance of comparative anatomy in providing evidence for evolutionary
history can be seen visually. The images that follow provide a comparative anatomical study of bivalves. In these drawings, anatomical systems are artificially
color coded for easy comparison. The anatomical similarities are strong evidence for common ancestry. The more similar the anatomy, the more closely
related the species, and (usually) the less time that they been evolving separately. The anatomical differences are strong evidence for natural selection and
adaptation. The more different the anatomy, the less related the species and
the more time they have been evolving separately.

In these drawings of bivalve anatomy, digestive systems (bulbous stomach and long intestine) are
shown in green, gills in yellow, labial palps (that assist in sorting foot particles) in light blue, foot
in brown, muscles and nervous systems in gray, heart in red, byssal threads (used to attach the
bivalve to rocks) in dark blue, and siphons and mantle (the shell-producing tissue) in pink (see the
Hard-shelled Clam for labels).
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Blue Mussel (Mytilus)

Evolution

Soft-Shelled
Clam (Mya)

Ark Clam (Arca)

Zebra Mussel
(Dreissena)
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Oyster (Crassostrea)

Evolution

Scallop (Pecten)

Shipworm (Teredo)
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Notice the following:
1. Most of these organs are present in all of the bivalve examples. So the
common ancestor of all bivalves likely had all of these organs.

The Evidence for
Evolution

2. Some of the differences can tell us something about life modes and
habitat. Some have siphons for living below the surface of the sand or
mud. Others have byssal threads (secreted by the foot) for living above
the sand, attached to a hard surface like a rock. Tentacles can only function above the surface of the sand – see these at the tips of the siphons
and completely around the entire Scallop (which lives on the surface of
the sand).

Diversity, Complexity, &

3. The similarities might be an example of more recent common ancestry:
the Oyster and Scallop are members of the subclass Pteriomorphia.
They have a single large muscle in the center of the shell instead of
one smaller one at each end, plus very large gills, and a very small or
completely absent foot; these are examples of similarities due to common ancestry.
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Adaptation
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4. Other similarities are examples of evolutionary convergence: Blue
Mussel and Zebra Mussel are both “mussel shaped” and have byssal
threads, but their digestive systems are very different, and the Zebra
Mussel has siphons (it does not burrow, but uses the siphons to reach
water while packed in very dense colonies).
5. Other traits are unique and indicate adaptation to a particular life
mode:
•

The very long body, small shell, and extra “caecum” in the digestive tract
of the Shipworm – it drills into wood, living protected in a burrow, eating
wood particles (assisted by cellulose-digesting bacteria in the caecum),
so does not need a large protective shell.

•

The tiny gill “windows” of the Dipper Clam – it is a carnivore, using its
long siphon to capture small shrimps, pull them in to the funnel-like
mouth, and crunch them in the muscular stomach. It does not need
large gills to filter food particles.

•

The mantle tentacles, each with an eyespot at its base, of the Scallop –
scallops live on the surface of the sea floor, and clap their shells together
to swim using a form of jet propulsion. The tentacles and eyespots allow
the Scallop to sense its surroundings, most especially potential predators from which it can escape by swimming rapidly away.

Evolution

convergence • Evolutionary change
in two or more unrelated organisms
that results in the independent acquisition of similar traits.
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Developmental biology is the study of how organisms grow and change over
time. How an individual changes as it ages is NOT evolution. But comparing
similarities and differences in how different species grow and develop can provide important clues for evolution. For example, two adult organisms can look
very different even though the species are very closely related, due to a minor
change in their early development.
Ontogeny is the study of development from egg to death, including all stages
of aging. Ontogeny includes embryology, which is the study of development
from egg to free-living juvenile.
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broadcast spawning • Releasing
gametes – eggs and sperm – into
the water for external fertilization.

developmental biology • The study
of how a multicellular organism
develops from its early immature
forms (zygote, larva, embryo, etc.)
into an adult.

embryology • Individual development from egg to a free-living juvenile.

metamorphosis • A change in body
form and often habits of an animal
following the embryonic stage during normal development.

The life cycles of many animals includes a change in overall appearance, or
metamorphosis, sometimes involving substantial changes in appearance.
Consider the difference in appearance of a caterpillar and a butterfly, or of a
tadpole and a frog. Such changes often also involve differences in habitat or
diet. Other animals simply begin life as small adults, growing larger with age
without much change in overall appearance other than body proportions. Consider the difference in appearance of a baby human boy and an adult man, or
of a kitten and a cat.
The life cycles of bivalves include metamorphosis in the majority of cases,
involving larval, juvenile, and adult stages. Across Bivalvia, life cycles are very
uniform with differences among species in the length of each stage, and the
anatomy and behavior at each stage. The developmental mode of a bivalve also
has a direct impact on its distribution – those with longer free-swimming larval
stages (called a veliger) generally have larger geographic ranges, whereas
those with shorter free-swimming stages (or those that are not free-swimming
at all, called direct-developing) have smaller ranges.
Most bivalves broadcast spawn by releasing their gametes directly into the
water where fertilization takes place. Fertilization results in an embryo that
passes through several distinct larval stages, the last of which is the veliger,
which swims in the plankton, feeds (or not), grows, then settles to grow to
adulthood.

ontongeny • Individual development from egg to death, including
all stages of aging.

veliger • Planktonic larval type
characteristic of most bivalves,
characterized by a ciliated locomotory organ (velum) which is either
discarded or resorbed at metamorphosis.
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Veliger larva

Attached juvenile

Adult

The Hard-shelled Clam (Mercenaria mercenaria) begins life as a planktonic veliger larva (left) that
swims and feeds in the plankton for 12-14 days. It gradually develops a foot, settles into the sand,
loses its ciliated locomotory organ (the “velum”), and attaches to a piece of shell or rock with byssal threads produced by its foot (center). As it grows to adulthood below the surface of the sand
(right), siphoning food-laden water in and out of its body through its siphons, it loses the need for
(and ability to produce) the byssus, ultimately relying on its weight for stability.
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A few bivalves, including shipworms and yoyo clams, actually copulate, with
sperm being passed from the male to the female resulting in internal fertilization. Female bivalves of still
other species brood their larvae
by filtering sperm from the water
and retaining developing embryos within special chambers
(usually in the gills). A very few
species of bivalves brood their
young in egg masses.
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The Eight-Tentacled Yoyo Clam (Divariscintilla octotentaculata) with pink larvae being brooded in its gills.

Freshwater pearl mussels have a very specialized larva called a glochidium
that hooks onto the gills or fins of a fish or amphibian for a period of time before
detaching and falling to the bottom to take juvenile form. Female freshwater
pearl mussels often have evolved frills or flaps at their shell margins that wave
in the water currents to attract the host fish. The glochidium is an adaptation
to disperse young. For more about this specialized reproductive mode, see
Mating Rituals in the section How Evolution Works: Types of Natural Selection.

The fleshy “lure” of the freshwater Cracking Pearl Mussel (Hemistena lata) flutters in the water to attract the host fish
required for its glochidia larvae.

Genetics & Molecular
Biology
Evolutionary Biology
Methods Used in Studying
Evolution

glochidium (pl. glochidia) • The
specialized larval form of freshwater pearl mussels that usually
has hooks that enable it to attach
itself to a host (e.g., to the gills of
a fish) for a period of time before
it detaches and falls to the bottom
and takes on the typical form of a
juvenile mussel.

The glochidium larva of the freshwater Swan Mussel (Anodontia cygnea)
is adorned with hooks for attaching to a
fish.
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Life Cycle of a Freshwater Pearl Mussel. The life cycle of most freshwater mussels is more complex than in most bivalves, involving the parasitism of a fish host. This is the life cycle of a typical
species, the Butterfly Mussel (Ellipsaria lineolata), native to the American Midwest and endangered or threatened over much of its range. The adult male mussel (center, below the sand)
releases sperm into the water, where the adult female (to the male’s right) draws it into her body
during normal respiration. The fertilized eggs are held in modified “pouches” in the female’s gills
where they develop into larvae called glochidia. The mussel then attracts the host organism (in
this case, Freshwater Drum, Green Sunfish, or Sauger Fish) by fluttering part of its flesh in the
water, like a “lure.” As the fish strikes, the mussel releases its glochidia larvae, which attach to the
fish’s gills using tiny hooks. After a short period, depending upon the species, the larvae metamorphose into free-living juvenile mussels and drop off the host to begin their growth to adulthood
on the river bottom.

By comparing and contrasting the life cycles outlined here, it is easy to see
that bivalves have very similar life stages, a testament to their common ancestry. The differences, however, provide evidence for evolutionary divergence
through adaptation, complexity, and diversity.
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Genetics & Molecular Biology

The Evidence for

The fields of genetics and molecular biology are able to provide strong evidence for evolution. All organisms on Earth are composed of the same building blocks: DNA, RNA, and proteins. DNA and RNA are composed of specific
sequences of nucleic acids that are inherited through generations. Protein is
composed of specific sequences of amino acids encoded by the sequence of
nucleic acids in RNA.

Evolution
Diversity, Complexity, &
Adaptation
Paleontology

If two species are closely related, they have very similar molecular sequences.
The longer that they have been evolving as separate species, the more likely
that they will have undergone genetic mutations that make their DNA sequences less similar.

Ecology

Isolating and sequencing DNA and RNA from living organisms, such as a bivalve, is relatively simple chemistry in today’s molecular laboratories (see the
basic steps in the section Methods Used in Studying Evolution).

Genetics & Molecular

Unfortunately, it is very difficult to isolate DNA or protein from fossils. Soft tissues have been recovered (most famously in the dinosaur Tyrannosaurus rex
[1]), but only from fossils of “exceptional preservation” (preservation under very
special circumstances that do not happen often). Therefore, molecular biology
is mainly used to study the relationships among living species. Once the relationships between living species are understood, the characteristics of ancestral species can be inferred and confirmed through the fossil record.
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These are short aligned molecular sequences (part of the 18S ribosomal RNA nuclear gene)
from four common species of bivalves – the Eastern Oyster, Blue Mussel, King Scallop, and
Hard-Shelled Clam. The letters in the sequences represent the four bases that make up DNA
and RNA: A = adenine, C = cytosine, G = guanine, T = thymine (replaced by U = uracil in RNA;
these sequences are DNA copies of the RNA gene). This part of the 18S sequence illustrates
differences – notice that the highlighted part of each sequence includes differences from one
species to another, and that the unhighlighted parts of the sequences on each side are exactly
alike. The number of differences reflects how closely related two species are. There are only three
differences between Crassostrea and Mytilus, and three between Mytilus and Pecten, but there
are nine differences between Pecten and Mercenaria. In actuality, only a very small percentage
of a typical sequence shows meaningful differences at all between closely related species (some
additional differences reflect variation among individuals, so are not “meaningful” from an evolutionary point of view).

[1] Schweitzer, M. H., J. L. Wittmeyer, J. R. Horner, and J. B. Toporski. 2005. Soft tissue vessels and cellular preservation in Tyrannosaurus rex. Science, 307: 1952-1955.
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Evolutionary Biology
Evolutionary biology is the study of the origin of species as well as their
change and diversity over time. Evolutionary biologists synthesize the evidence
generated by all of the other fields of biology (paleontology, ecology, anatomy,
developmental biology, and genetics) to create a unified understanding of process of evolution as it occurred on Earth. As new evidence is discovered, the
model adjusts accordingly and becomes more complete.
Evolutionary biologists use a method called phylogenetic analysis (the study
of the relatedness of organisms through their anatomical traits and molecular
sequences; also known as cladistics) to determine a phylogeny (the history
of an organism’s lineage through time). This phylogeny is a hypothesis based
on the taxa (the organisms under study, usually species) and characters (the
traits and sequences for each organism) used in the analysis. The phylogeny is
represented by a “tree” (also called a cladogram), very similar in many aspects
to a family tree or genealogy. The branching pattern indicates which organisms are closely related and which are more distantly related. The phylogeny
is considered a hypothesis because its branching pattern can (and often does)
change when taxa or characters are added, deleted, or changed. Each branch
and its member taxa are called a clade.

evolutionary biology • The study of
how evolution occurs.

Phylogenetic Analysis

character • A single attribute of an
organism.

Phylogenetic analysis is almost always done today using one of the many
computer programs written specifically for the method. However, a very simple
example can be done by hand. See the section Suggested Classroom Activities: Cladistics Activity to see how this is done.

clade • A group of organisms (usually species) that are more closely
related to each other than any other
group, implying a shared common
ancestor.

A phylogenetic tree suggests the relationships among taxa and the pathways
of character evolution. Here is a tree of five bivalves and four characters (represented by the hatch marks along the base of the tree; see the section Suggested Classroom Activities: Cladistics Activity for a full explanation of the
taxa and characters on this tree). On this tree:

phylogenetic analysis • Analytical
method used to find a hypothesis
of relationships among species, by
coding the various states of homologous characters; also called
cladistics.

phylogeny • Sequence of ancestors
of a particular lineage.

taxon (pl. taxa) • An organism or
group of organisms of the same
rank, e.g., members of an order,
family, genus, or species.

1. The scallops, Pecten and Mimachlamys, form a clade (which we call
the family Pectinidae). Pectinidae is supported by two characters: #1
ears or auricles present, and #2 radial sculpture present. Crassostrea
is their closest relative; the clade including Pectenidae + Crassostrea is
supported by one character: #3 a single muscle scar.
144
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2. Character #3 (muscle scars) has two changes on the tree, from 0 to 1
(two equal muscle scars to two unequal muscle scars) between Mercenaria and Mytilus, and from 1 to 2 (two unequal muscle scars to a single
muscle scar) between Mytilus and Crassostrea. This tells us a story
about the evolution of the muscle scars. Muscle scars (and of course the
muscles that made the scars) primitively exist as two equal-sized scars
(as in Mercenaria). The first step is a reduction in size of one of the two
muscles (as in Mytilus), followed by the loss of the smaller muscle, resulting in a single muscle scar (as in the clade that includes Crassostrea
+ Pectinidae).
Evolutionary biologists around the world are generating phylogenetic trees of
small to large groups of organisms. Each tree usually starts with an analysis
of living species, and then is completed by adding the extinct ancestral forms
found in the fossil record. This is because molecules and soft bodies, which
include many useful characters, are not available for fossils.
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Bivalve Tree of Life

Methods Used in Studying

Evolutionary biologists have produced a Tree of Life for bivalves. It includes
many taxa, but is far from including all known bivalve families or genera. This
particular tree (below) was published in 2002 [1] and will continue to change
as additional projects are completed, and as additional species and characters
are added.

Evolution

[1] Giribet, G., & W. C. Wheeler. 2002. On bivalve phylogeny: a high-level analysis of the Bivalvia (Mollusca) based on combined
morphology and DNA sequence data. Invertebrate Biology, 121(4): 271-324.
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Each clade or branch on the evolutionary tree includes all of the species descended from a common ancestor. The ancestor is represented by a node or
branching point. The species in a clade have similar characters because they
evolved from a common ancestor that possessed that character.
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The clade outlined in RED includes such familiar bivalves as
Blue Mussels, Oysters, and Scallops. None of the species in this
clade burrow, and none of them
have siphons.

Evolution

clade • A group of organisms (usually species) that are more closely
related to each other than any other
group, implying a shared common
ancestor.

The clade outlined in BLUE includes the Dipper Clam and its relatives. These bivalves have highly
specialized gills and stomachs.

A living Dipper Clam (Cuspidaria).

Just because members of a group of organisms share a similar feature or have
similar common names does not necessarily mean that they form a clade (thus,
it does not mean that they are related). In the next two trees, look at where
bivalves called “mussels” and bivalves that live in freshwater lie on the tree.
These two groups do not form clades – this tells us that both the long, pointed
mussel shape and the ability to live in a freshwater habitat evolved more than
once in bivalves.
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RED) are commonly called “mussels.”
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These four bivalves (outlined in
RED) live in fresh water.
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We can also map characters on the tree to see how they changed over time
resulting in the morphologies we see in living species today.
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The species at the bottom of
the tree (outlined in BLUE)
have more primitive “taxodont” teeth – many small teeth
of a similar size. The species
at the top of the tree (outlined
in RED) have “heterodont”
teeth – more than one kind
of tooth on the same hinge.
There are also some species
in the heterodont clade that
have lost their teeth entirely
(highlighted in BROWN).

The taxodont hinge teeth and internal muscle
scars of the Ark Clam, Arca noae.
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The heterodont hinge teeth and internal muscle scars of the Venus Clam,
Venus verrucosa.
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The presence of siphons (outlined in RED) is spread across
the tree. Siphons by themselves do not define a clade,
and have likely evolved or been
lost (those lacking siphons are
highlighted in BROWN) many
times.
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The siphons of a living bivalve.
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When combined, this and other phylogenetic trees become a Tree of Life
for all life on Earth that models our current understanding of how species
evolved. This tree is so large that we must depict it wound in a circle, just to
fit on the page!
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Tree of Life • A depiction of the
relationships of life on Earth in an
evolutionary context. The Tree of
Life is often depicted as a detailed
cladogram, and illustrates the idea
that all life on Earth is related.

One depiction of the current Tree of Life for all species.
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Fieldwork

Diversity, Complexity, &
The first step in most biological studies is fieldwork – to collect needed specimens or fossils from field localities. For bivalves, collecting takes many forms
– from simple collecting by hand, to shovel-and-sieving in sand or mud, to
snorkeling or scuba diving on reefs, to bottom sampling from large ships. Once
collected, the specimens are preserved in whatever fluid is best for how it will
be analyzed in the laboratory – alcohol or a special salt solution for molecular
work, formaldehyde-based fixatives for dissection and histology, or glutaraldehyde for electron microscopy.
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Collecting by shovel and sieve.

Collecting by hand.

Collecting by scuba diving.

Collecting by dredge offshore.
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Bivalve morphology (the more technical term for anatomy) is studied using a
variety of methods including simple dissection (with our without a microscope),
electron microscopy, and histology. These techniques reveal the structures
of shells, organs, and tissues.
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Dissection guides to use in your classroom can be found in the Bivalve Introduction: In the Classroom: Dissection Guides section.
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Bivalve dissection by light microscope.
electron microscopy • A form of
microscopy in which the interactions of electrons (instead of light)
with a specimen are used to reveal
detailed information about structure.

histology • The study of cells and
tissue at the microscopic level.

An unpreserved Hard-Shelled Clam (Mercenaria
mercenaria) from a local fish market reveals its
beautiful anatomy during classroom dissection.

Electron microscopy uses high-energy electron beams (instead of light) to examine and photograph bivalve shells and anatomy. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) provides high-resolution images of outside surfaces, like sculpture,
a hinge, or the appearance of the siphons. Transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) provides very fine details of cross sections of tissues, such as sperm still
under development within a bivalve’s reproductive tract.

Clockwise from upper left: The shell of a Flame Scallop (Ctenoides mitis) under light photography, and scanning electron micrographs (SEM) of the fine
shell sculpture, the larval shell, and the foot.
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of the mature sperm cells of the heart
cockle, Lunulicardia.
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Histology is a more traditional technique of embedding tissues in paraffin wax
or plastic, then sectioning the block, mounting the thin slices on microscope
slides, and staining them to help distinguish one type of tissue from another.
Histology allows scientists to examine the inner structures of soft anatomy, or
to reconstruct the anatomy of species that are too small to dissect by hand.

A stained histological section of the gills of a Venus Clam (Pitar simpsoni). The two lamellae of
the gills on one side of the clam, plus the internal
structure of the gills – tissue connections that give
the gill added stability - are clearly visible to the
left of the darker pink foot muscle.
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DNA or RNA isolation and sequencing are very valuable methods to determine
evolutionary pathways and relationships among bivalve species. In some ways,
they can be more useful than morphology, because DNA is less influenced by
external forces such as food, temperature, and the shape of the rock to which a
bivalve is attached. Below are the basic sequencing steps but a more detailed
animation can be found on Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory’s Dolan DNA Learning Center website (http://www.dnalc.org/resources/animations/cycseq.html).
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The basic steps of gene sequencing are:
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chromatogram •
The pattern
formed by zones of separated pigments and of colorless substance in
chromatographic procedures.

1. Prepare the sample – Tissue taken from the muscle or mantle of a fresh
bivalve is preserved in alcohol or another special preservative.
2. Extract DNA or RNA – A chemical process isolates and purifies the DNA
or RNA from the cells of the tissue sample. The end product is a small
tube containing DNA or RNA in water.
3. Choose the gene – Genes are made up of DNA – individual sequences
that control how cells function. Most research projects focus on one gene
or a small set of genes for their studies. The procedure is a little different
for each gene. Sequencing the entire genome is very expensive, time
consuming, and for most studies, unnecessary.
4. Amplify the gene using Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) – This
technique makes extra copies of the desired gene, using chemical and
heat cycles, to produce enough of the gene to use in the sequencing
procedure. A PCR Thermocycler machine does this, using chemical and
heat cycles to duplicate the gene.
5. Read the sequence from the gene using a Gene Sequencer – Modern sequencer machines use a laser to read a fluorescent “tag” attached
to the DNA fragments, and produce a chromatogram with the four bases of DNA color-coded for easy reading – red A (adenine), green T (thymine), black G (guanine), and blue C (cytosine).
6. Compare the sequence – The sequence is then compared with those
from other bivalves, matching the sequences of bases that are alike and
those that are different. The sections that are different provide molecular
“characters” that will be used in phylogenetic analyses.

A chromatogram generated by a Gene Sequencer color codes the four bases of DNA.
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Phylogenetic Analysis
Phylogenetic analysis (also known as cladistics) uses anatomical traits and/
or molecular sequences to determine a phylogeny or history of an organism’s
lineage through time. This phylogeny is a hypothesis based on the taxa (the
organisms under study, usually species) and characters (the traits and sequences for each organism) used in the analysis. See the the section Suggested Classroom Activities: Cladistics for a more complete description of
this method.
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Evolution in Everyday Life
Evolutionary theory through the mechanism of natural selection ties together all
fields of biology. It explains the similarities (common ancestry) and differences
(adaptations and diversity) of extinct and modern species. Understanding how
species survived, evolved, or became extinct as a result of the changing Earth
can provide clues for how life will continue to evolve in the future.

Evolution in Everyday
Life

Understanding the evolution of bivalves, or any other group of organisms, gives
us better background knowledge to predict, for example, what an endangered
mussel needs to survive, or how much harvesting a commercial clam can sustain. Knowing who’s related to whom helps us predict how different bivalves will
respond to global warming, and which species should be watched as potential
pests or as new candidates for commercial use. Bivalves have been on this
planet more than 500 million years – much longer than we have. Insight into
their genetic code – much of which we share – helps us better understand gene
evolution and the relationships of living organisms in general.
Here are some examples of the ways that understanding the evolution of bivalves have had practical results:

Saving Freshwater Mussels
Some freshwater pearl mussels rely on a single species of fish to reproduce,
whereas others can use many different species. Some species live only in a
single river, and many are already extinct in North America because their habitats have been changed by our activities. The host fish for some species of
locally endangered mussels, like the Eastern Pond Mussel (Ligumia nasuta)
in Massachusetts, is unknown. However, knowing the host fish and habitat requirements of its closest relatives, especially other species of Ligumia, allows
us to predict how narrow or broad its preferences might be, to better protect its
surviving populations.

The Black Sandshell (Ligumia recta) and one of its known fish hosts, the Bluegill (Lepomis macrochirus).
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Globe-trotting Green Mussels
Evolution in Everyday
Life

Green Mussels of the genus Perna, now well-known in fish markets and restaurants worldwide, were once more easily separable by geography than by their
appearance. Today, two of the three species in the genus have left their native ranges and established themselves on distant shores, where they clog intake pipes of seawater-cooled industrial plants. Recent molecular phylogenies
of worldwide Perna populations, based on DNA sequences, have allowed us
to genetically distinguish
these cryptic species, to
track the pathways of their
modern distributions, and
to predict (or rather avoid)
further spread of these marine pests.

Green Mussels

geminate species pairs • Two littledifferentiated species evolved from
a close common ancestor.

Setting the Molecular Clock
molecular clock • A technique in
the field of molecular biology that
calculates the time of species divergence from the number of molecular differences present in the species’ DNA sequences or proteins.

The molecular clock technique uses molecules and phylogenetic trees to hypothesize when two species (or genera or families) evolved. Calibrating that
clock to test such a hypothesis is a problem, however, for species that do not
have a good fossil record. In such cases, geological events – such as the rise
of the Isthmus of Panama that closed the Central American Seaway 3.5 million years ago – are often used. But geminate species pairs – morphologically similar species on both sides of the Isthmus of Panama – have shown
us that this might not be a good substitute. Molecular analyses of six ark clam
geminate pairs point to their separation 10 to 30 million years ago, well before
the emergence of the Isthmus. So using the “isthmian emergence” might be a
misleading time keeper for estimates of Panamanian evolution.

Geminate species, such as Atlantic Arca imbricata and its Pacific counterpart Arca mutabilis
(not shown) have been used to test the validity
of using the rise of the Isthmus of Panama as a
"molecular clock."
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More Succulent Oysters
Understanding how genetics works in evolution allows us to produce bigger,
plumper oysters in aquaculture. Like most
organisms, oysters balance their energy
use between growth and reproduction. By
artificially producing polyploid oysters (with
2 or 3 times the normal number of chromosomes), we make individuals that are sterile
to direct all of their energy into body growth
– yielding bigger oysters in shorter periods
of time. Sterile oysters also safeguard wild
populations because they cannot breed or
interbreed if any escape from culture. This
method is being used around the world for a
wide variety of bivalves.

Evolution in Everyday
Life

Non-Biological Phylogenies
Phylogenetic analysis, or cladistics, is a
technique that was developed specifically to
learn about the evolution and relationships of
biological species. However, this same technique is now being applied to the evolution of
human languages, folk musical instruments,
and even the design of paper clips!

Human Medicine
Due to their vast numbers and very short generation times, the effect of evolution on viruses and bacteria is easy to observe. The common flu virus changes
(evolves) enough every year that a new flu vaccine must be produced to protect
the human population from repeat infection. In addition, a significant number of
bacteria strains have evolved antibiotic-resistance to the human-devised drugs
that previously would have killed them.

Micrograph of the H1N1 influenza virus.

Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of numerous clumps of methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus bacteria, commonly referred to by the
acronym, MRSA.
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Suggested Classroom Activities

Suggested
Activities

Also see Dissection Guides, page 20 and following.

Classroom

(1) Cladistics
How Do We Reconstruct Evolutionary Events in the Past Using
Evidence in the Present?
Phylogenetic analysis, or cladistics, is a technique that was developed specifi
cally to learn about the evolution and relationships of biological species. Scientists use large datasets and computer programs to conduct their analyses,
but a simple demonstration, using five taxa (species) and five characters can
demonstrate the basic principles.
Step 1. Choose your taxa.
For this example, let’s use:

Mercenaria

Clam

Mytilus

Blue Mussel

Crassostrea

Oyster

Pecten

King Scallop

Mimachlamys

Noble Scallop

Note: We are intentionally using two scallops in this example – let’s see if they
turn out to be most closely related in our analysis!
Teacher-Friendly Guide to Evolution
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Without any character data
at all, if we are constructing
this tree manually, we can
already draw the tree. Note
that there are two common
ways of representing the
tree. Although they look
different, they mean the
same thing.

OR

homologous • Having the same
structure and origin, although current function might differ.

Step 2. Define your first character – modify the tree.
Each character must be the same feature in every species – we call these
homologous - so that we are not trying to “compare apples and oranges.”
Each character must exist in your set of taxa in two or more conditions – called
“states” – and at least one state should exist in more than one taxon. The simplest character states are “present” and “absent.” Homologous characters are
presumably those that evolved from one state to another over time within the
lineage.
Let’s use the “ears” (called “auricles”) that are clearly present on the two scallops. So our first character is:
(1) Auricles: absent (0) or present (1)
We assign a numerical “code” to each state. Traditionally, the most primitive
state is coded 0, and the more advanced (called “derived”) states are coded
1, 2, etc. [This is determined through comparison with a taxon outside the immediate study group, called an “outgroup,” but is not discussed in detail here.]
We enter these codes in a data matrix or data table.
Mercenaria
Mytilus
Crassostrea
Pecten
Mimachlamys

(1) Auricles
0 Absent
0 Absent
0 Absent
1 Present
1 Present

So we add this information to the tree by grouping the taxa according to their
character states.
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We indicate the character state change by a notch on the branch that means
“character 1 (auricles) changes from absent (0) to present (1).”

Step 3. Define and code additional characters – refine the tree.
For each of these characters, we code all of the taxa, add the codes to the data
matrix, and add the pattern to the tree. See if you can follow along.
(2) Radial sculpture: absent (0) or present (1)
Radial sculpture is the pattern of ridges radiating from the “beak” of the shell,
called the “umbo,” to the edge.

Mercenaria
Mytilus
Crassostrea
Pecten
Mimachlamys

(1) Auricles
0 Absent
0 Absent
0 Absent
1 Present
1 Present

(2) Radial
0 Absent
0 Absent
0 Absent
1 Present
1 Present

Notice that the branching pattern has not changed, but we now have two
characters supporting the branch (called a “clade”) containing Pecten and Mimachlamys.

(3) Muscle scars: two (0) or one (1)
For this character, we need to look at the interior surface of the valves. Bivalve
shells are held together by two muscles that attach to each valve, called anTeacher-Friendly Guide to Evolution
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terior and posterior “adductor muscles.” This information may be reviewed in
the Bivalve Anatomy section. Some bivalves have lost one of the two muscles
and moved the remaining one to the center of the shell. Where each of these
muscles attach to the shell is represented by a scar – clearly impressed in
some species, or more subtle in others. We have colored these muscle scars
black in the third column for clarity.

Mercenaria

Mytilus

Crassostrea

Pecten

Mimachlamys

Mercenaria
Mytilus
Crassostrea
Pecten
Mimachlamys
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(1) Auricles
0 Absent
0 Absent
0 Absent
1 Present
1 Present

(2) Radial
0 Absent
0 Absent
0 Absent
1 Present
1 Present

(3) Scars
0 Two
0 Two
1 One
1 One
1 One

(4) 18S Positions #1-2: CG (0) or TA (1)
Molecular sequences can be used as characters too. Here are five real sequences (part of the 18S ribosomal gene):
Mercenaria
Mytilus
Crassostrea
Pecten
Mimachlamys

Suggested
Activities

Classroom

CGCCTTTACACGGCAAAACT
TACTTTTACATAGTGAAACC
TACTCTTGCACAGTGAAACC
TACTTTTTGATGGTGAAACC
TACTTTTTGATGGTGAAACC

Remember from the structure of DNA that: A = adenine, C = cytosine, G =
guanine, T = thymine. (These letters are traditionally color coded for easier
reading.)

Mercenaria
Mytilus
Crassostrea
Pecten
Mimachlamys

(1) Auricles
0 Absent
0 Absent
0 Absent
1 Present
1 Present

(2) Radial
0 Absent
0 Absent
0 Absent
1 Present
1 Present

(3) Scars
0 Two
0 Two
1 One
1 One
1 One

(4) Pos 1-2
0 CG
1 TA
1 TA
1 TA
1 TA

Can you code more differences (molecular characters) from these sequences?

About Multistate characters
This example used very simple “binary” characters, that is, those with only two
states. However, there are many characters in bivalves that can exist in more
than two states – these are called “multistate” characters.
One example is muscle scars (see character 3 above)
The muscle scars could have been coded as:
Two of equal size (0)
Two of unequal size (1)
One muscle (2)
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This sequence reflects the reduction (in size) of one of the muscles, presumably in the evolutionary pathway toward losing it entirely. If we substitute this
coding for character 3:

Mercenaria
Mytilus
Crassostrea
Pecten
Mimachlamys

(1) Auricles
0 Absent
0 Absent
0 Absent
1 Present
1 Present

(2) Radial
0 Absent
0 Absent
0 Absent
1 Present
1 Present

(3) Scars
0 Two equal
1 Two unequal
2 One
2 One
2 One

(4) Pos 1-2
0 CG
1 TA
1 TA
1 TA
1 TA

We see that this change did not change the branching pattern on the tree.
Character three now exists as two changes on the tree, from 0 to 1 between
Mercenaria and Mytilus, and from 1 to 2 between Mytilus and the other three
taxa.
Here is the final tree incorporating all the branches and character changes.

We conclude that the two scallops (Pecten and Mimachlamys) are most closely related, supported by the presence of auricles and radial sculpture. They
are most closely related to the oyster (Crassostrea), supported by the single
muscle scar. These three taxa are most closely related to the mussel (Mytilus),
supported by the molecular sequence in our dataset. We also see that muscle
scars evolved (reading from the base to top of the tree) from two equal scars (in
Mercenaria), to two unequal scars (in Mytilus), then to a single scar.
Can you see that changing just one number in the matrix might change the
relationships portrayed on the tree? Try it!
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(2) Bivalve Senses
Humans and vertebrate animals use their senses, in varying degrees, to explore their environment, avoid danger, and even learn. The five main senses
are hearing, sight, smell, taste, and touch. Some species have evolved additional senses such as echolocation in bats and electroreception in sharks.
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It might be surprising to learn that these senses are also found in many invertebrate animals, including bivalves. An invertebrate might not have eyes or
ears that look like ours but it might have another kind of sense organ that accomplishes the same thing. Some of the senses might be absent or poorly developed but others might be more sensitive than human senses. The strengths
of the senses will depend upon the type of bivalve you test but, in general, it is
believed that touch is the most developed, followed by sight, smell, taste, then
hearing.
Ask your students to design experiments to test the senses of bivalves living
in your classroom aquarium (see Bivalve Introduction: In the Classroom for
information on how to maintain bivalves in the classroom). The reactions can
vary between bivalve species (adaptations), but can also vary among individuals (variation). These species adaptations and individual variations will provide
clues to the evolutionary past and potential evolutionary future.
Please be creative and have fun with the experimental design and testing (but
please caution your students to be gentle – these are living animals). If you
have access to other types of invertebrates (snails, starfish, etc.), include those
too in the tank and see how their reactions differ from those of the bivalves.
Here are a few suggestions and hints to get you started:
•

•

•

•

•

Touch: Gently touch different parts of the bivalves (shell, edge of the
mantle, siphons, etc.) and observe or measure the reactions. [Hint: Bivalves are very sensitive to touch and usually clamp shut at the slightest
touch anywhere.]
Smell: Place a small piece of different kinds of food in different areas of
the tank (away from the bivalves) and observe or measure the reaction.
[Hint: Bivalves probably will not respond to this at all. Most bivalves are
filter feeders and do not need an acute sense of smell to detect food.
Contrast this with a carnivorous snail or starfish.]
Taste: Provide different foods directly to the bivalves and observe or
measure the reaction. [Hint: Bivalves probably will not respond to this
at all. There are very few bivalves that detect and eat food or prey near
them.]
Sight: Move your hand or another solid object over the bivalve, creating a shaded area, and observe or measure the reaction. [Hint: Some
bivalves have primitive eyes, actually photoreceptors that can detect
light and dark, as an anti-predator mechanism. Some bivalve eyes actually have lenses, but the degree to which they can “see” in the way that
humans can is uncertain.]
Hearing: Expose the tank to different frequencies and volumes of noise
and observe or measure the reaction. [Hint: Bivalves do not have ears,
however, sound is really vibrations in the air. Water movement is another form of vibrations, and can be detected by a bivalve in the same
way that touch is detected.]
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(3) Diversity
“Diversity” can be expressed in several ways:
Taxonomic diversity usually is expressed as the number of taxa (species,
genera, or families) in a given area. The taxonomic category “family” (which
in zoology always ends in -idae) groups bivalves with similar morphologies
and lifestyles. For example, species in the family Veneridae have round or
oval shells, usually relatively smooth (without spines), that are heart-shaped
in anterior view, and that have siphons to live below the surface of the sand
(evidenced by the pallial sinus).
There are approximately 100 families of bivalves living today, with approximately 20,000 living species. The fossil record is equally large. Using books,
the internet, and/or specimens in your classroom or that you can collect on a
field trip, ask your students to identify representatives of bivalve families.
Ecological diversity reflects the different ways that organisms interact with
their environment.
Diversity of habitat:
• Bivalves that live below the sand (Hard-shelled Clam, Soft-shelled
Clam, Freshwater Mussels, Lucine Clams).
• Bivalves that live on top of the sand (Scallops), or that cement or use
a byssus to attach to rock (Arks).
Diversity of protection against predators:
• Bivalves that burrow below the sand to hide (Hard-shelled Clam, Softshelled Clam, Freshwater Mussels, Lucine Clams).
• Bivalves that clamp tightly closed (Arks, Hard-shelled Clam).
• Bivalves that are thick-shelled and resistant to cracking by predators
(Hard-shelled Clam, Freshwater Mussels, Oysters).
• Bivalves that are thin-shelled but can swim to escape (Scallops).
• Bivalves that live gregariously, tightly crowded together on rocks (Mussels, Oysters).
Notice that some species use several anti-predator tactics. Discuss these adaptations with your students and ask them to think of anti-predator tactics of
other animals or plants.
See also Activity (8) Reading Empty Shells.
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(4) Taxonomy
(1) Notice that each bivalve species has three parts to its name. Consider the
name Mercenaria mercenaria (Linnaeus, 1758):
(a) The first word (Mercenaria) is the genus name – it is always capitalized and italicized.
(b) The second word (mercenaria) is the species name – it is always
italicized and in lower case. If the species is unknown, the species
name is replaced by “sp.” (not italicized).
• Genus and species names are always in Latin or are Latinized. They are also always italicized, underlined, or otherwise appear in a different font from the rest of the text.
• Note that when we refer to a “species,” we use both the genus
and species names (i.e., our species is Homo sapiens, not
just sapiens).
• The system of two-part names is binomial nomenclature.
(c) The third part to the name is the taxonomic authority – a name
and date (Linnaeus, 1758) of the person or persons who first described the species. Parentheses are present around the name
and date if the species is now placed in a genus different from that
originally used (in our example, Mercenaria mercenaria was originally described in the genus Venus). The taxonomic authority is
often omitted in sentences, but it is important in scientific contexts
because very common species names, such as albus = white, or
variabilis = variable, have been used more than once, often in the
same genus.

Suggested
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A note about Common Names: In your classroom discussions, encourage your students to use the scientific names of the bivalves. Although common (non-scientific) names are often provided, and in general are easier for non-scientists to understand, they are not universal
and are often misleading. This is especially true for invertebrates like
bivalves; it is less of a problem for birds and mammals, which have had
standardized common names for many, many years. So, whereas the
name Black-Capped Chickadee can only mean one species of bird [Poecile atricapillus (Linnaeus, 1766)], the bivalve Mercenaria mercenaria
(Linnaeus, 1758) is known variously as Hard-shelled Clam, Hard Clam,
Northern Quahog, Cherrystone, Little-neck Clam, or Steamer Clam,
depending on who is speaking and where they are from. This is further
complicated by the fact that “Steamer” can also refer to Mya arenaria
(Linnaeus, 1758), and “Quahog” to Arctica islandica Linnaeus, 1767. A
similar case can be made about the word “mussel” - applied to marine
mussels, freshwater mussels, and Zebra Mussels (each in a different
family and genus).
Common names are especially important to the field of environmental conservation, in which scientists must communicate effectively
with governmental officials, who are not scientists. If two groups of scientists call an endangered bivalve by two different common names,
legislators will think either (1) more than one species of bivalve is being discussed, or (2) the scientists do not know what they are talking
about. The American Fisheries Society has supported efforts, including
publication of a checklist, to standardize names of American species of
bivalves [1].
[1] Turgeon, D. D., J. F. Quinn, Jr., A. E. Bogan, E. V. Coan, F. G. Hochberg, W. G. Lyons, P. M. Mikkelsen, R. J. Neves, C.
F. E. Roper, G. Rosenberg, B. Roth, A. Scheltema, F. G. Thompson, M. Vecchione, and J. D. Williams. 1998. Common and
Scientific Names of Aquatic Invertebrates from the United States and Canada: Mollusks, 2nd ed. American Fisheries Society,
Special Publication 26, Bethesda, Maryland, 526 pp. + CD-ROM.
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(2) Ask your students do some research on the taxonomic authorities of bivalve
species. Notice the varied professions that these people held (professor, geologist, museum curator, “naturalist”).
For example, many bivalve species are credited to “Linnaeus, 1758.”
This is the earliest date that you will ever see as a taxonomic authority, because taxonomists have designated this work – Systema Naturae, 10th edition, 1758, by the Swedish naturalist Carolus Linnaeus
(aka Carl von Linné) – as the beginning of modern taxonomy. Linnaeus
invented binomial nomenclature, which replaced long, wordy descriptions and provided a universally recognized name for each species.
Because he was the first, Linnaeus is credited with the names of many
of the most common bivalves, and in fact, many of the most common
animals, including:
• Hard-shelled Clam, Mercenaria mercenaria (Linnaeus, 1758)
• King Scallop, Pecten maximus (Linnaeus, 1758)
• Blue Mussel, Mytilus edulis Linnaeus, 1758
• Green Sea Turtle, Chelonia mydas (Linnaeus, 1758)
• White Shark, Carcharodon carcharias (Linnaeus, 1758)
• Crow, Corvus corone Linnaeus, 1758
• Gray Wolf, Canis lupus Linnaeus, 1758
• Human, Homo sapiens Linnaeus, 1758
Here is a list of other authors that your students might research. What
species did they name?
• Thomas Say
• William Healy Dall
• Johann Friedrich Gmelin
• Michael Tuomey & Francis S. Holmes
• Peter Simon Pallas
• Jean Guillaume Bruguière
• Angelo Heilprin
(3) The scientific names of organisms have meaning, often describing characteristics of the species. Ask your students look up a scientific name of one of
these bivalves in a Latin dictionary and compare that to the shell.
• For example, edulis means “edible,” and maximus means “large.”
So, Mytilus edulis is the “edible mussel,” and Pecten maximus is
the “large scallop.”
• Some names are named after people or places. So, Chesapecten
jeffersonius is “Jefferson’s Chesapeake Scallop” and Crassostrea
virginica is the “Virginia Oyster.”
(4) New species of bivalves are being described every year, if not every month
or week. Ask your students to research new species recently described. Where
have they been described from? What kinds of data (morphology, molecules,
ecological traits) have been used to characterize the new species? Think about
why these species have never been described until now.
(5) Create some new bivalve “species” out of paper and ask your students to
name them, explain the meaning of each name, and list the key morphological
features of each one.
See also Activity (9) Finding Nature’s Order: Classification.
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(5) Types of Hinges
The hinge is an important feature of the bivalve shell. It joins the two valves,
and - importantly - keeps them aligned when the valves close (via the adductor muscles) or open (via the ligament). It is widely used in taxonomy, and is
usually characteristic at the family level. Ask your students to find the following
basic types of bivalve hinges.
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Taxodont – made up of many, small, similarly-shaped teeth. This is the most
primitive kind of bivalve hinge. It keeps the valves closely aligned, but does not
allow the valves to open very wide, limiting the bivalve’s movement.
Example: Ark Shells

Heterodont – made up of two kinds of teeth: more central cardinal teeth (radiating from the umbo, or beak, of the shell) and more remote lateral teeth.
Lateral teeth can be absent in some species. This is a more derived kind of
bivalve hinge. It allows the valves to open more widely, and was essential in the
evolution of siphons, swimming, and other traits that require a wider gap.
Examples: Hard-shelled Clam
Lucine Clam
Crassatella Clam
Kitten’s Paw
Freshwater Mussel

cardinal teeth • Hinge teeth located
directly below the umbo in a heterodont hinge..

edentate • Lacking hinge teeth.

heterodont • Having more than one
kind of hinge teeth.

lateral teeth • Hinge teeth located
far away from the umbo in a heterodont hinge.

resilifer • Hinge structure supporting an internal ligament.

Edentate – lacking teeth. Bivalves that lack teeth usually have other means
of aligning their shells, such as a ligament or muscles. The Soft-shelled Clam
(below) has a spoon-shaped process at the hinge line; this is a resilifer, a support for an internal ligament.
Examples: Blue Mussel
Soft-shelled Clam
Zebra Mussel

taxodont • Having many, small, similarly-shaped hinge teeth.
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(6) Types of Fossils
The processes of fossilization occur over a very long time. Fossils of
various ages show different stages of these processes.
The shells of living bivalves are composed of calcium carbonate
in either of two forms: calcite or aragonite. Holding the crystals of
CaCO3 together is organic material (kind of like “mortar” to the crystal
“bricks”) that also gives the shell its color.
Young fossils (those below are from the Pliocene Epoch, approx. 5
million years old) look a lot like those of living species, only “chalkier.”
They are often full of sand. Their shells are still composed of calcium
carbonate, but the organic material in the shell has degraded slightly.
Former color patterns sometimes show under “black light” (ultraviolet
light) – try it!

fossil

living

Older fossils either have some shell still attached to a rock-like interior or themselves look more or less like rock (example: Fossil Oyster,
Cretaceous Period, approx. 100 million years old).

All traces of the shell have completely disappeared on the oldest fossils. This might be a mold of the inside surface of the original bivalve
(like the Devonian bivalve shown here, ca. 400 million years old) or
of the outside surface of the original bivalve. Sometimes we have two
pieces of rock that have split to reveal the mold of a bivalve on both
sides – one of these is called “part” and the other is called “counterpart.”
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The processes of fossilization include a long period of alteration, involving (in chronological order) recrystallization of the shell minerals, “permineralization” (during which other minerals seep into and
fill voids within the shell), or complete replacement of the shell by
minerals. Think of the difference between a newly cut tree trunk and
a slice of “petrified wood”; the latter has had all of the wood replaced
by minerals, turning it to stone!
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Black light bulbs are readily available at hardware and novelty stores
(especially around Halloween!). Darken your classroom or use a
large box to create a “mini darkroom.” Observe a young fossil under
natural light and under black light. Those with smoother surfaces are
more likely to show color patterns. Why wouldn’t color patterns be
preserved in older fossils?
Discuss with your students what characters are typically needed
to identify a bivalve (such as hinge structure, pallial sinus, exterior
sculpture, periostracum). Are these available or unavailable in these
different kinds of fossils? In other words, how are the fossil species
similar to, or different from, the modern ones? What might that mean
to a paleontologist?

Mesozoic

Cenozoic

ERA

PERIOD

Quaternary

Today!
2.5 Ma*

Tertiary
65 Ma

Cretaceous
145 Ma

Jurassic
200 Ma

Triassic
250 Ma

Permian
300 Ma

Paleozoic

Carboniferous
360 Ma

Devonian
416 Ma

Silurian
444 Ma

Ordovician
488 Ma

Cambrian
542 Ma

Precambrian
* Ma = million years ago

4,600 Ma
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(7) Convergence
When is a “Mussel” not a Mussel? – The common name “Mussel” is used for
many kinds of bivalves, most of them wider than tall, slender, and asymmetrical, with the umbo (the oldest part of the shell) at one end – the Blue Mussel
and Zebra Mussel are examples. This is convergence – the evolutionary process that results in two distantly related forms looking very similar.
Here is a recent Bivalve Tree of Life that shows the positions of the Blue Mussel
(Mytilus) and the Zebra Mussel (Dreissena). Notice that they are far apart on
the tree; that means that they are not closely related. That in turn tells us that
“mussel shape” (also called mytiliform) has evolved more than once during
bivalve evolution. Why?

convergence • Evolutionary change
in two or more unrelated organisms
that results in the independent acquisition of similar traits.

mytiliform • Mussel-shaped.

phenotype (adj. phenotypic) • The
observable physical or biochemical
characteristics of an organism, as
determined by both genetic makeup
and environmental influences; what
an organism “looks like.”

Common
Ancestor

The most common explanation is that the mussel shape is conducive to a
crowded population of bivalves that need to attach to a hard substratum, like
the surface of a rock. If one end of each shell is pointed, the pointed ends can
fit into tiny crevices, allowing more of the bivalves to fit in a small space. This
is an ecological (rather than genetic) explanation for a common phenotype
(outward appearance).
Ask your students to think of other examples of convergent evolution, such as
birds and bats, or sharks and dolphins, or dolphins and the now-extinct swimming reptiles called ichthyosaurs.
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(8) Reading Information from Empty Shells
The features of bivalve shells can reflect much about the lifestyle of the living bivalve that made the shell. This is especially important to paleontologists
(who never see the living animals) but also for biologists, who often have only
empty shells available. Ask your students to identify any of the following from
the shells available in your classroom, and at the same time, ask them to think
about adaptation and the relationship between function and structure.
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Deep burrower – Bivalves that burrow deep in the sediment must have siphons
to maintain contact with the water. Those siphons are controlled by muscles
that leave scars on the shells in the form of an embayment called the pallial
sinus (see below left). The deeper the sinus, the longer the siphons (see Hardshelled Clam, Soft-shelled Clam). What must we conclude about a bivalve shell
without a pallial sinus?

auricles • Ear-shaped structures on
the shells of scallops, one of their
defining characteristics.

Jet propulsion – The “ears” or auricles of scallops (see above center) have
tiny gaps through which jets of water are expelled when the valves close suddenly. This results in a kind of jet propulsion that creates the scallop’s swimming movements as it claps its valves together.
Byssal attachment – Some bivalves that produce byssal threads for attachment on a hard surface have a gap in the edge of the shell even when the
valves are closed (see Arks). This indicates a relatively large byssus that stays
attached even when the bivalve must close tightly to avoid a predator.
Cementation – Cementing species (see Oysters) show clearly the place on
one valve that has been cemented to a rock. This sometimes assumes the
shape of the surface to which it is attached. For example, an oyster on the outside surface of a scallop might show the wavy surface of the scallop shell.

epifaunal • Living on top of the
sediment, i.e., unburied; also called
epibenthic.

pallial sinus • An embayment in the
posterior part of the pallial line that
indicates the attachment of siphonal
retractor muscles and demarcates
that part of the mantle cavity into
which the siphons can retract in bivalves.

Predation scars – Bivalves and other mollusks have the ability to repair breaks
in their shells, if the damage is not sufficient to cause death of the bivalve.
Crabs might chip at the edges of the shell, but fail to break into the shell to
consume it. Such a minor break can be repaired, but leaves a scar on the
shell. Moon Snails (family Naticidae), Murex Snails (family Muricidae), and Octopuses (Phylum Mollusca, Class Cephalopoda) all bore holes in other mollusk
shells using their radular teeth, sometimes with the help of chemicals to soften
the shells. These holes have beveled edges in the case of the snail predators,
and straight-sided in the case of the Octopus. Such a hole, if complete (above
right), is a clear indication of the cause of death of that particular bivalve.
Epifauna – Not all features of an empty shell reveal something about the living
bivalve. For example, you might think that barnacles growing on the outside of
a bivalve shell means that the bivalve lived epifaunally, that is, not buried below
the sediment. This is not the case, because the barnacles might have attached
to the shell after its death, when the empty shells were scattered on the sea
floor.
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(9) Finding Nature‛s Order: Classification

Developed by Richard Kissel, PRI’s Director of Teacher Programs

Objectives: This lesson is designed for students to learn to recognize and
understand the relationships between living organisms. Students will determine
that related organisms have a common ancestor and/or common traits.
Age Level: Grades 6-12
Materials:
• Shells, fossils, or other items that are similar to each other, but not
identical.
• Paper
• Markers/pencils
• Rulers
Time: Allow for 10-20 minutes for an introduction to the topic including new
vocabulary (see below), and 30 minutes to complete the project.

binomial nomenclature • The twopart scientific name – genus and species – for a plant or animal.

Background:
Scientists have identified 1.8 million species living today. Some researchers
estimate that there might be as many as 100 million! However, those species
alive today are only a very small percentage of the perhaps billions of species
that have lived on this Earth since life first evolved approximately four billion
years ago.
Over 75% of the described living species belong to the Phylum Arthropoda,
which includes such diverse organisms as lobsters, barnacles, spiders, and
insects. The insects are by far the most abundant arthropods. Mollusks are
the most species rich group in the sea, and bivalves comprise the second
largest class of mollusks. How are the many species of insects or bivalves
arranged, categorized, and classified? How does the classification scheme
reflect phylogenetic (evolutionary) relationships? It can be a bewildering yet
extremely interesting problem. The following activity is intended to demonstrate
the importance of classification through the examination of objects and the
identification of common characteristics that organisms do or do not share and
the way in which subgroups are created.
Procedure:
Part I – Discussion
1. Introduce new vocabulary to your class and provide definitions (e.g.,
classification [Kingdom Phylum Class Order Family Genus Species],
phylogeny, taxonomy), as appropriate to the grade level.
2. Facilitate class discussion on the importance and relevance of classification
and determination of the relationships among living organisms. Optional
Extension: Introduction of Carolus Linnaeus as inventor of modern
classification (1758, Systema Naturae). Linnaeus developed binomial
nomenclature to identify organisms by a generic (genus) and specific
(species) title.
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Part II – The Project
1. Divide students into groups of 3 or 4. Distribute approximately 25-30 shells
(or other objects) to each group. (If you only have a few examples, conduct
the project as a full-class activity.)
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2. Provide rulers to students and ask them to think about ways in which objects
are similar or different (size, shape, function, appearance etc.).
3. Ask students to separate the objects based on their physical characteristics
according to what they think is most important (size, shape, function,
appearance, etc.).
4. Move between groups, asking thought-provoking questions about why
students chose to separate objects in the manner that they did. Did they
separate the shells by size, and can they be further divided by shape? If
they were separated first by appearance, can they be further subdivided
by color?
5. After each group has subdivided their objects into groups, ask them to
write a brief description of their classification scheme by: (a) describing the
rules they followed to create their relationships; and (b) describing why they
chose their classification scheme. Have a representative from each group
make an oral presentation to the entire class following the activity.
Helpful Analogy for Struggling Students:
As an example, think of your Halloween candy. On Halloween night, after
returning from trick or treating, what do you and your friends do? Many kids pour
their candy out on the floor or bed, and separate the candy into piles based on
how the candy items are the same, and how they are different. The chocolate
goes into one pile, the Smarties™ into another, the Sugar Daddy™ into yet
another pile, until all the candies are in the appropriate places. Biologists do the
same thing with life forms (see also http://www.kidsbiology.com/biology_basics/
classification/classification1.php).
See also Activity (4) Taxonomy.

Based on: Turner, T., & W. DiMarco. 1998. Learning to Teach Science in the Secondary School. Routledge, 325 pp., ISBN 978-0-41515302-7.
Project adapted from The “Nuts and Bolts” of Taxonomy and Classification (http://jrscience.wcp.muohio.edu/lab/TaxonomyLab.html).
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Glossary
adaptation

adaptive trait

adductor muscle

allele
allopatric speciation

anagenesis
analogous
anatomy

aquaculture
auricles
benthic
binomial
nomenclature
biodiversity
bioturbator
Bivalvia

broadcast spawning
byssus (adj. byssal),
byssal threads

camouflage

The evolutionary process through which a population becomes better suited to its environment over
many generations of natural selection.
A heritable feature of an individual’s phenotype that
improves its chances of survival and reproduction
in the existing environment.
One of usually two large muscles (one anterior,
one posterior) that contract to close the shell of a
bivalve and maintain it in that condition; the position of these muscles is usually clearly marked
on the shell interior as an adductor muscle scar or
impression
An alternative form of a gene; one of the different
forms of a gene that can exist at a single locus.
Speciation in which the evolution of reproductive
isolating mechanisms occurs during physical separation of the populations.
Change within a lineage over evolutionary time, as
opposed to cladogenesis, the splitting of lineages.
Having similar function, although different in structure and origin.
The science concerned with the shape, structure
and the relationship of parts of organisms; also
called morphology.
The science of farming organisms that live in water, such as fish, shellfish, and algae
Ear-shaped structures on the shells of scallops,
one of their defining characteristics.
Occurring at the bottom of a body of water, for example, a seabed, riverbed, or lake bottom.
The two-part scientific name – genus and species
– for a plant or animal.
The variety and variability among living organisms
and the ecological complexes in which they occur.
An organism that disturbs sediments by burrowing
or feeding.
A class of the phylum Mollusca including species
with two shells hinged together, a soft body, and
lamellate gills. Commonly called bivalves.
Releasing gametes — eggs and sperm — into the
water for external fertilization.
A tuft of long, tough filaments which are formed in
a groove of the foot, and issue from between the
valves of certain bivalve mollusks, by which they
attach themselves to rocks, etc.
Structural adaptation that enables an individual to
blend with its surroundings, and that allows an individual to avoid detection by predators. cardinal
teeth
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character
chromatogram

clade

cladistics
cladogenesis
cladogram

co-evolution

commensalism

comparative anatomy
complexity

continuous variation

convergence

coprolites
cryptic coloration

ctenolium

deposit feeding

developmental biology
dinoflagellates
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A single attribute of an organism.
The pattern formed by zones of separated pigments and of colorless substance in chromatographic procedures.
A group of organisms (usually species) that are
more closely related to each other than any other
group, implying a shared common ancestor.
see phylogenetic analysis
The splitting of lineages over time, with the consequent increase in numbers of taxa.
A tree diagram depicting patterns of shared characteristics and relationships of organisms, generated through phylogenetic analysis.
Two or more unrelated species with a close ecological relationship that evolve together, such that
one species adapts to the changes of the other,
thereby affecting each other’s evolution.
A type of symbiosis in which two (or more) individuals of unrelated species live in close proximity
to one another, in which one member is unaffected
by the relationship and the other benefits from it.
The comparative study of the structure of organisms with regard to homologous organs or parts.
How the vast and varied components of an organism (genes, molecules, cells, organs) function
together to create life, behaviors, species interactions, ecosystems, etc.
Variation measured on a continuum rather than in
discrete units or categories (e.g., height in human
beings, shell length in bivalves).
Evolutionary change in two or more unrelated organisms that results in the independent acquisition
of similar traits.
The fossilized feces of animals.
Coloration that allows an organism to match its
background and hence become less vulnerable to
predation or recognition by prey.
A comb-like structure along the ventral edge of
the byssal notch in scallops in which the byssal
threads rest.
Feeding type of some bivalves during which organic particles are harvested (by either the siphons or
palps) from the surface or near-surface sediments;
see also suspension feeder.
The study of how a multicellular organism develops from its early immature forms (zygote, larva,
embryo, etc.) into an adult.
Chiefly marine, planktonic, usually solitary phytoflagellates (which have many characteristics in
common with algae) that include luminescent
forms, forms important in marine food webs, and
forms causing red tides.

directional selection

discrete variation
disruptive selection

diversity
ecology

edentate
effective population
size (Ne)
electron microscopy

embryology
epibenthic
epibiont
epifaunal
evidence

evolution

evolutionary biology
fact

filter feeding

fitness

A type of selection that removes individuals from
one end of a phenotypic distribution and thus
causes a shift in the distribution.
Variation within a limited number of categories
(e.g., gender – male or female).
A type of selection that removes individuals from
the center of a phenotypic distribution and thus
causes the distribution to become bimodal.
The variety of species in a sample, community, or
area.
The relationships of living things to one another
and their environment, or the study of such relationships.
Lacking hinge teeth.
The number of individuals in a popualtion that can
actively contribute to the gene pool of the next
generation.
A form of microscopy in which the interactions of
electrons (instead of light) with a specimen are
used to provide detailed information about structure.
Individual development from egg to a free-living
juvenile.
Living on the surface of the sediment, most usualy
at the bottom of a body of waer.
An organism that lives on the surface of another
living organism.
Living on top of the sediment, i.e., unburied; also
called epibenthic.
Information accumulated through observations
of phenomena that occur in the natural world, or
which are created as experiments in a laboratory.
Scientific evidence usually goes toward supporting
or rejecting a hypothesis.
Inheritable change within a lineage, or the change
that occurs between generations within one population of a species. This refers of course to change
expressed from one individual to another, but we
are usually most interested in the changes so great
that the later generation is considered a different
species.
The study of how evolution occurs.
An objective and verifiable observation; in contrast
with a hypothesis or theory, which are intended to
explain or interpret facts.
Feeding type involving the filtering of organic particles from water by the gills, after which appropriately sized particles are transported to the mouth.
The relative probability of survival and reproduction for a genotype.
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fossil

fossil record

fossilization

fouling community

Founder Effect

free-living

geminate species pair
gene frequency
gene pool
generation
genetic drift

genotype
(adj. genotypic)
glochidium
(pl. glochidia)

gradualism
gross anatomy
Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium

heredity
(adj. heritable)
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The recognizable remains of past life on Earth,
e.g., bones, shells, or leaves, or the traces of such
life, e.g., tracks, burrows, or impressions.
The totality of fossilized artifacts and their placement within the Earth’s rock strata, which provides
information about the history of life on Earth, e.g.,
what organisms looked like, where and when they
lived, how they evolved, etc.
Process by which an organism becomes
preserved in layers of the Earth, usually
involving
burial
and/or
lithification.
Community of organisms found attached to hard
substrata, most usually human-made, e.g., on the
sides of docks, marinas, harbors, or vessels.
Genetic drift observed in a population that was
founded by a small non-representative sample of
a larger population; also called the “bottleneck effect.”
Living independently of another organism; not part
of a parasitic or symbiotic relationship; or moving
independently, i.e., not sessile.
Two little-differentiated species evolved from a
close common ancestor.
The number of occurrences of an allele in a gene
pool.
The complete set of unique alleles in a species or
population.
A single step or stage in the succession of natural
descent.
Change in the gene pool that occurs when the frequency of an allele changes over generations due
to random chance.
The genetic makeup of an organism or group of
organisms with reference to a single trait, set of
traits, or an entire complex of traits.
The specialized larval form of freshwater pearl
mussels that usually has hooks that enable it to
attach itself to a host (e.g., to the gills of a fish) for
a period of time before it detaches and falls to the
bottom and takes on the typical form of a juvenile
mussel.
The process of gradual evolutionary change over
time.
Anatomy of organs and their arrangements, usually studied without the use of high magnification.
The principle that states that when Ne = N, in the
absence of selection or mutation, gene frequencies will acheive equilibrium after one generation;
also called Principle of Law.
The biological similarity of offspring and parents.

heterodont
hinge

histology
holoplanktonic
homologous
hypothesis
(pl. hypotheses)
infaunal
inherited
intelligent design

kin selection

lateral teeth
law
ligament

lineage
macroevolution

mantle

metamorphosis
(pl. metamorphoses)
microevolution

microscopic anatomy

Having more than one kind of hinge teeth.
Collective term for the dorsal border of the articulated valves, including the ligament, hinge teeth,
and other structures that function to permanently
unite the two valves.
The study of cells and tissues at the microscopic
level.
Living as plankton through all stages of a life cycle.
Having the same structure and origin, although
current function might differ.
An “educated guess,” based on evidence, concerning how or why a phenomenon occurs; see
also theory, law.
Living buried within sediment.
Derived from a preformed genetic code present in
an ancestor.
The assertion or belief that physical and biological
systems observed in the universe result from purposeful design by an intelligent being rather than
from chance or undirected natural processes.
A type of selection that involves altruistic behavior,
e.g., the protection of offspring, in which a parent
acts to preserve the gene pool of offspring at the
expense of itself.
Hinge teeth located far away from the umbo in a
heterodont hinge.
An established principle thought to be universal
and invariable; see also hypothesis, theory.
Elastic uncalcified structure that connects the two
bivalve shells at the hinge line and functions as a
spring to open the valves when the adductor muscles relax.
Line of descent from an ancestor.
Evolution happening on a large scale, i.e., at or
above the level of species, over geologic time resulting in the formation of new taxa.
The external fold, or folds, of the soft, exterior
membrane of the body of a bivalve, that secretes
the shell and usually forms a cavity enclosing the
gills and other organs.
A change in body form and often habits of an animal following the embryonic stage during normal
development.
Evolution involving small-scale changes, i.e., within the species level, occurring over a short period
of time that results in the formation of new taxa.
The branch of anatomy in which the structure of
cells, tissues, and organs is studied with a light or
electron microscope.
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mimicry

A phenomenon in which an individual gains some
sort of survival advantage by looking like an individual of another (ofen more harmful) species.

Modern Synthesis

The union of ideas from several biological specialties that formed a sound account of evolutionary theory. This synthesis has been generally accepted by most working biologists. The Synthesis
was produced over approximately one decade
(1936–1947), stimulated by the development of
population genetics (1918–1932). This showed
that Mendelian genetics was consistent with natural selection and gradual evolution. The Synthesis
is still, to a large extent, the current paradigm in
evolutionary biology.
A technique in the field of molecular biology that
calculates the time of species divergence from the
number of molecular differences present in the
species’ DNA sequences or proteins.
The phylum of the animal kingdom, including the
classes Cephalopoda, Gastropoda, Bivalvia, Scaphopoda, Polyplacophora, Monoplacophora, Caudofoveata, and Solenogastres. These animals
have an unsegmented bilateral body, with most of
the organs and parts paired, but not repeated serially. Mollusks are defined by a tissue called the
mantle, which forms the shell and encloses most
organs. Most molusks possess a calcareous shell,
which can be univalve, bivalve, or multivalve.
A member of the phylum Mollusca; also spelled
mollusc (most especially in the United Kingdom).
A change in the nucleotide sequence of genetic
material whether by subsitution, duplication, insertion, deletion, or inversion.
An interaction between members of two species
which benefits both; in strict terms, obligatory mutualism occurs when neither species can survive
under natural conditions without the other.
Mussel-shaped.
The process by which living forms with traits that
better enable them to adapt to specific environmental pressures, e.g., predators, changes in climate, or competition for food or mates, will tend
to survive and reproduce in greater numbers than
others of their kind, thus ensuring the perpetuation of those favorable traits in succeeding generations.
The merger of classical Darwinian evolution with
population genetics.
The specific ecological role that an organism inhabits.
Individual development from egg to death, including all stages of aging.

molecular clock

Mollusca

mollusk
mutation

mutualism

mytiliform
natural selection

neo-Darwinism
niche
ontogeny
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paleontology
pallial sinus

parapatric speciation

parasitism

peripatric speciation

phenotype
(adj. phenotypic)

phylogenetic analysis

phylogeny
phytoplankton
ploidy
polymorphism
(adj polymorphic)
polychromism
(adj. polychromic)
polyploidy
(adj. polyploid)
population
population size (N)
punctuated
equilibrium
resilifer
scientific method

The study of life in past geologic time.
An embayment in the posterior part of the pallial
line that indicates the attachment of siphonal retractor muscles and demarcates that part of the
mantle cavity into which the siphons can retract in
bivalves.
Speciation in which the evolution of reproductive
isolating mechanisms occurs when a population
enters a new niche or habitat within the range of
the parent species.
A form of symbiosis in which one organism (the
parasite) benefits at the expense of another organism of different species (the host). The association
can also lead to the injury of the host.
Process by which a new species evolves in a subpopulation that colonized a new habitat or niche
within the same geographical area of the ancestral
species.
The observable physical or biochemical characteristics of an organism, as determined by both genetic makeup and environmental influences; what
an organism “looks like.”
Analytical method used to find a hypothesis of relationships among species, by coding the various
states of homologous characters; also called cladistics.
Sequence of ancestors of a particular lineage.
Freely floating photosynthetic organisms in the
oceans.
The number of sets of chromosomes in a cell or
organism.
Existing in several different forms.
Polymorphism expressed as existing in several different colors.
More than two sets of chromosomes in a cell or
organism.
A group of organisms, all of the same species,
which occupies a particular area.
The number of individuals sharing a gene pool; a
complete set of alleles.
The evolutionary process involving long periods
without change (stasis) punctuated by short periods of rapid speciation.
Hinge structure supporting an internal ligament.
The process of scientific inquiry for investigating
phenomena, acquiring new knowledge, and correcting and integrating previous knowledge. To
be called scientific, a method must be based on
observable, measurable evidence collected by observation and/or experimentation.
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sexual dimorphism
sexual selection

siphons
(adj. siphonal)

speciation

species

species richness
stabilizing selection

suspension feeding
symbiosis
sympatric speciation

taxodont
taxon (pl. taxa)

theory
transformation

Tree of Life

umbo
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The two sexes of a species having different shapes,
sizes, etc., from each other.
A type of selection in which the forces determined
by mate choice act to cause one genotype to mate
more frequently than another genotype.
Posterior extensions (usually two) of the mantle
through which water is directed in and out of the
body, along with waste products and gametes of
bivalves.
The process in which one species evolves over
time into a different species (anagenesis) or in
which one species diverges to become two or
more species (cladogenesis); see also allopatric
speciation, parapatric speciation, peripatric speciation, sympatric speciation.
A group of organisms formally recognized as distinct from other groups; the taxon rank in the hierarchy of biological classification below genus;
the basic unit of biological classification, defined
by the reproductive isolation of the group from all
other groups of organisms.
The total number of species, or biodiversity, in a
given geographical area.
A type of selection that removes individuals from
both ends of a phenotypic distribution, thus maintaining the same distribution mean.
Feeding type of most bivalves during which organic particles are harvested from the water column.
A long relationship between two different species;
see also mutualism, commensalism, parasitism.
Speciation in which the evolution of reproductive
isolating mechanisms occurs within the range and
habitat of the parent species.
Having many, small, similarly-shaped hinge teeth.
An organism or group of organisms of the same
rank, e.g., members of an order, family, genus, or
species.
A hypothesis that has become “widely accepted”
after rigorous testing; see also hypothesis, law.
The theory suggesting that traits of an organism
are produced and inherited by direct influence of
the physical environment, by effort, or by use or
disuse of body parts.
A depiction of the relationships of life on Earth in
an evolutionary context. The Tree of Life is often
depicted as a detailed cladogram, and illustrates
the idea that all life on Earth is related.
Rounded or pointed extremity of a bivalve shell,
often projecting above the hinge line, that reflects
the early growth stage (= oldest part of the shell)
and includes the prodissoconch (larval shell) and
adjacent convex area; also called the “beak.”

variation
veliger

vestigialization

zooplankton

The differences among individuals in a population.
Planktonic larval type characteristic of most mollusks (including bivalves), characterized by a ciliated locomotory organ (velum) which is either discarded or resorbed at metamorphosis.
The evolutionary process of losing nonfunctional
traits, usually expressed by a reduction in size or
function.
Freely floating animals in the oceans, including
protozoans, small crustaceans, and the larval
stages of larger organisms.
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